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Abstract 
 
Oligosaccharides (carbohydrates) are a large class of biological molecules that are important as energy 
sources in the human body and have enormously varied biological functions. It is generally believed that 
biological activities of carbohydrates are related to their internal dynamics. The dynamic properties of 
some oligosaccharides in solution are studied in this thesis, by NMR relaxation. We have employed 
relaxation interference effects to investigate the conformational dynamics within oligosaccharides (in-
tramolecular dynamics) and paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) as an experimental tool to study 
intermolecular dynamics. Most of the thesis concerns the dynamics of the methylene group in the two 
possibly mobile parts of the oligosaccharide: in the exocyclic hydroxymethyl moiety and in the glycosidic 
linkage position. To perform conformational dynamic studies, the more traditional auto-relaxation pa-
rameters are combined with the relaxation interference terms or the cross-correlated relaxation rates 
(CCRRs). Some experimental schemes based on the initial-rate technique were developed for measuring 
CCRRs. The techniques are useful for labelled sugars as well as naturally abundant ones. Furthermore, 
various dynamical models ranging from the Lipari–Szabo approach to several more informative and 
complicated models such as the two-site jump model, restricted internal rotation and slowly relaxing local 
structure (SRLS), have been employed to interpret our experimental data. We have combined and com-
pared different models; we have also developed a novel approach to existing models, by scaling dipolar 
coupling constants (DCC), to extract the dynamic behaviour and structural properties of the system. We 
found that the auto- and cross-correlated relaxation data analyses yield a consistent picture of the dynam-
ics in all cases. Additionally, our investigations show that CCRRs are practically important for verifica-
tion of certain dynamical and structural information that is difficult to be determined by other means. 
Moreover, the anisotropy of the carbon-13 chemical shielding tensor in the methylene group has been 
estimated, using the interference between dipole-dipole and chemical shift anisotropy. 

This thesis also discusses using the PRE to investigate sugar dynamics relative to a paramagnetic 
MRI contrast agent in solution, which might be important in medicine. We have studied the intramolecu-
lar dynamics of the trisaccharide raffinose in the presence of a gadolinium complex. We also investigated 
the effect of translational diffusion instead of rotational diffusion, which is normally more important in 
NMR. The paramagnetically enhanced spin–lattice relaxation rates of aqueous protons over a wide range 
of magnetic fields and of carbon-13 and protons of the sugar at high fields have been measured. The 
nuclear magnetic relaxation dispersion of water protons and the PREs of proton and carbon in the sugar 
are interpreted in terms of the model recently developed in our laboratory, allowing both outer- and inner-
sphere PREs for water protons, but allowing only the outer sphere PRE for nuclei in the sugar. We found 
that the relative diffusion has a stronger effect on the PRE than the electron spin relaxation. 
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Introduction 

The most abundant families of biomolecules in nature are carbohydrates, or 
saccharides (taken from the Greek word σάκχαρον for sugar), in addition to 
three other classes including proteins, lipids and nucleic acids. Carbohy-
drates are the ultimate source of most of our food, clothing and even shelter. 
They are also a major part of cellular structure and surfaces in animals and 
plants1, 2. They have numerous functions in living systems; among others 
they are important in the immune system3-5, cellular recognition6, 7,  
regulation of protein function6, fertilization, blood clotting and develop-
ment8. Oligosaccharides are composed of limited numbers of monosaccha-
ride units, joined by glycosidic linkages. Characterization of the structures 
and dynamics of this large group of biomolecules is one of the most exiting 
research areas of chemistry. The determination of dynamic properties of 
carbohydrates plays a central role in the study of their biological activity by 
providing information on the type of activity of the molecule, and the way it 
changes upon binding with other molecules. It seems that the precise  
description of carbohydrate structure and dynamics at the molecular level is 
very essential to understanding their biological functions and their chemical 
behaviour in reactions7.  

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is one of the most 
powerful and informative tools to investigate carbohydrate chemistry. 
Nowadays one- and two-dimensional NMR techniques provide unique  
information sources for small molecules, like anomeric configuration of 
monosaccharides, and for large molecules, like the sequences of monosac-
charide residues in oligo- and polysaccharides. Despite much recent progress 
in the field of protein dynamics9-12, determination of internal dynamics of 
carbohydrates remains an arduous task, partly due to difficulties in isotope 
labelling of carbohydrates and partly because they have much more complex 
dynamics and are more difficult to study than proteins and nucleic acids. 
However, because of technical progress in high-field magnets and develop-
ment of more informative theoretical models, the quantitative understanding 
of dynamics of oligosaccharides has been improved during recent decades13-

19. In NMR, the dynamics of carbohydrates can be probed by measurement 
of “nuclear spin relaxation” parameters. NMR relaxation is an extremely 
valuable investigative tool used extensively in both dynamic and structure 
determination at the molecular level. Relaxation parameters are useful to 
monitor the local and overall dynamics of sugars. Especially 13C relaxation 
experiments that can probe motion at several carbon sites of a molecule  
simultaneously have proved to be of importance.  

In principle, the NMR relaxation parameters are sensitive to a very wide 
range of motional time scales, covering from sub-picoseconds to seconds20-23 
and several relaxation techniques with appropriate time scale are necessary 
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for the analysis of the various behaviours of carbohydrates in solution. The 
dynamic processes occur on different time scales, relative to molecular  
tumbling, including the internal motions faster and those that are comparable 
or even slower than the molecular tumbling. There are dynamic processes 
over a spectrum of time scales in carbohydrates, ranging from very rapid 
internal motion of some picoseconds and fast rotational diffusion of  
molecules and some internal motions of nanosecond time scales to a possible 
very slow conformational exchange that occurs in the micro- or even milli-
second range. The latter dynamic, i.e. the possible slow processes, may be 
investigated by a T2 dispersion method that falls outside of this thesis. The 
very rapid dynamics has mainly been studied through “conventional”  
relaxation measurements (spin–lattice relaxation time, spin–spin relaxation 
time and cross-relaxation or nuclear Overhauser enhancement, NOE) of 
various nuclei. To study the somewhat slower internal dynamics (still faster 
than overall tumbling), taking advantage of relaxation interference seems to 
be essential. Measurements of the conventional relaxation parameters are 
associated with studying build-up or decay of single-spin order, and have 
been customary since the introduction of NMR. The experimental develop-
ments of studying multi-spin order, however, remained a less explored area 
of NMR relaxation until the recent few years.  

When we speak about the build-up or decay of multi-spin orders, we deal 
with cross-correlated relaxation or interference effects. In terms of different 
mechanisms that cause nuclear spin relaxation, one deals here with interfer-
ence between mechanisms. Besides the more traditional relaxation due to 
single mechanisms (e.g. dipole–dipole interactions), cross-correlated relaxa-
tion rates (CCRRs) that come from the interference between two mecha-
nisms, such as dipole–dipole/dipole–dipole (DD/DD) or chemical shift  
anisotropy/dipole–dipole (CSA/DD) interactions, might give a deeper insight 
into the internal motions. The advantage of measuring cross-correlation or 
interference between two mechanisms is obtaining a clearer picture of the 
complicated dynamics and structures of molecules. Because of the small 
CSA value of aliphatic carbon, the contribution of the CSA mechanism can 
safely be neglected in conventional relaxation studies, while the interference 
terms are rather informative and one can determine the 13C anisotropy of 
chemical shift from (DD/CSA) interactions14. From the experimental point 
of view, the cross-correlations lead to differential line broadening, DLB, and 
also to different relaxation rates of multiplet lines. These differences can be 
measured by different techniques and used as a new tool for dynamical  
investigations.24, 25 

All NMR relaxation observables depend on dynamic properties of the 
spin system. Appropriate theoretical models of molecular dynamics are  
required to interpret experimental relaxation data in terms of dynamical 
properties of the system under investigation. Since most chemical reactions 
in biological and chemical systems proceed in solution, it has always been 
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interesting to develop models for describing the molecular structure and  
dynamics in liquids. These models help us to understand the relative position 
of the molecules and their motion and thus their reactivity in the solution. 
The overall tumbling of sugars has often been considered isotropic, and the 
internal motion has typically been studied by Lipari–Szabo model free  
approach26-28 or some others. The usual theoretical models which are used for 
the study of the carbohydrate dynamics are based on the separation of the 
global tumbling from internal motion. Since this separability has been uncer-
tain in the case of carbohydrates, for the first time we suggested employing 
the Slowly Relaxing Local Structure (SRLS)29-32 model in this study to cover 
the internal motion coupled with overall tumbling. 

In this thesis, I have proved experimentally that the study of relaxation  
assisted magnetization and coherence transfer in multi-spin systems expands 
the informational content of conventional nuclear spin relaxation studies. We 
developed an initial-rate experimental method for naturally abundant  
carbohydrates. In addition, we used recent methodological advances and 
modification of existing models, in the interpretation of relaxation data, 
which led to better understanding of the global dynamics, the separability of 
internal and overall motions and the presence of correlated dynamics as well 
as the relationship between reorientational dynamics and internal motion in 
different sugars. 

Very rapid dynamics of oligosaccharides have widely been investigated 
by multiple fields and multiple temperatures carbon-13 “conventional”  
relaxation data in our laboratory and others13, 16-19, 33, 33-39. The interest in this 
thesis is to extend our experimental and analyzing methods to study some-
what slower internal dynamics. It is shown that a combination of CCRRs and 
the “conventional” relaxation parameters provides a valuable possibility of 
obtaining a clear picture of the more complicated structural and dynamical 
properties of oligosaccharides, especially conformational jumps. In papers 

I-IV we deal with using the conventional relaxation parameters as well as 
interference terms to investigate the three-spin systems. We concentrate on 
the dynamics of a methylene group of a monosaccharide in paper I, and the 
structural information on several molecules in paper II. In this latter article 
we developed a simple experimental method and used some well known 
systems as models for testing it. A simple proton-coupled 13C inversion–
recovery experiment and a coupled spin-lock experiment have, respectively, 
been used for longitudinal and transverse CCRR measurements in the sys-
tem. The molecules under investigation in paper II are small, rigid systems 
with a well-known structure: a spherical top system, hexamethylenetetra-
mine (HMTA), a symmetric top system, quinuclidine and an approximately 
symmetric top system, 1-adamantanecarboxylic acid (AdCA). The conven-
tional relaxation parameters as well as CCRRs data are interpreted in terms 
of spectral densities obtained for a rigid body diffusing in small steps.  
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Analyzing the results is promising with regard to the interpretation of auto- 
and cross-correlated relaxation parameters using these models.  

In papers III and IV, we employed the experimental method developed 
in paper II to measure DD/DD and CSA/DD CCRRs in two oligosaccha-
rides. We investigated the dynamics of methylene groups in γ-cyclodextrin 
and a disaccharide β-D-Glucopyranoside-(1→6)-α-D-Man-OMe. The inter-
pretation of experimental data in terms of models differs in the two  
molecules. In γ-cyclodextrin, which is a conic oligosaccharide involving 
eight glucose residues, with the methylene groups located on top of the  
symmetric system, several models fit the experimental data well. In contrast, 
the methylene group in a disaccharide is located in a glycosidic linkage posi-
tion (in the backbone) and experiences more complicated motion, so the 
relaxation data do not fit the tested models for a carbohydrate. We tried dif-
ferent models, and from the result of fitting we concluded that the internal 
motions are as slow as the overall motion, so that the two motions are not 
statistically independent. Therefore we suggested applying the SRLS model 
for interpreting this coupled motion in the disaccharide. We also used γ-
cyclodextrin as a test molecule: SRLS fully fits the γ-cyclodextrin experi-
mental data. For the disaccharide, the fitting is not consistent when we in-
clude transverse CCRRs in addition to four other types of experimental data. 
One possible reason for this problem may reside in the potential we  
assumed, the potential of the methylene group has been assumed axially 
symmetric in both oligosaccharides. We expect more consistent fitting for 
the disaccharide by applying a rhombic potential. This is the future plan in 
paper IV, which is included in this thesis as manuscript. 

The final article deals with sugar dynamics in the presence of a paramag-
netic contrast agent. The contrast agents are used to provide improved  
images in magnetic resonance imaging, MRI. They are injected before or 
during MRI to help diagnose problems or diseases of the brain or spine. One 
type of chemical contrast agent is a complex of a paramagnetic metal ion 
such as gadolinium (Gd). The Paramagnetic Relaxation Enhancement (PRE) 
effect is used to investigate the behaviour of the trisaccharide raffinose in the 
presence of a Gd complex in paper V. The water proton Nuclear Magnetic 
Relaxation Dispersion (NMRD), together with PRE measurements for the 
carbon-13 nuclei and protons of raffinose are used. We proved that the full 
set of PRE data can be interpreted consistently, using the theoretical tools 
developed by Kruk and Kowalewski40. 

The thesis outline is as follows: in the first chapter, the general nuclear 
spin relaxation theory is presented. In chapters 2 and 3, nuclear spin relaxa-
tion in coupled-spin and paramagnetic systems are outlined, respectively. 
The methods used for measuring relaxation parameters are explained in 
chapter 4 and, after discussion of the papers on which this thesis is based in 
chapter 5, the conclusions is drawn in chapter 6. Finally, acknowledgments 
are made and the related articles are enclosed.  
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1 Nuclear Spin Relaxation  

1.1 Theory, general aspects 

The process of returning a perturbed system to its equilibrium is known as 
“relaxation”. In equilibrium, the populations of the eigenstates have been 
rebuilt to the Boltzmann distribution, and all coherences have vanished.  
Relaxation in liquid state NMR originates from random processes that  
influence interactions in the spin system. These are typically caused by mo-
lecular reorientation, internal motions or chemical exchange involving the 
nuclei of interest. The anisotropic spin interactions are averaged out to the 
first order as an effect of the motion, and therefore they do not appear in the 
fine structure of the spectrum, while the time dependence of anisotropic  
interactions contributes to relaxation. The fluctuations of local fields are 
sensitive to internal motions, and therefore we are able to extract dynamic 
information. From a macroscopic point of view, the return to equilibrium can 
be characterized by relaxation rates, which explain the build-up (recovery of 
z-magnetization to its thermal equilibrium in the case of longitudinal relaxa-
tion) or decay (decay of magnetization perpendicular to the z axis to zero in 
the case of transverse relaxation) of the detected signal as a function of time. 
Interpretation of NMR relaxation parameters, such as spin–lattice and  
spin–spin relaxation rates, cross-relaxation or NOEs and cross-correlated 
relaxation rates etc in terms of spectral densities of these motions, J (ω), 
yields dynamic and structural information about the molecules. Basically, 
the spectral density of molecular motion can be defined in terms of correla-
tion times, and any NMR relaxation parameter can be interpreted as a  
function (usually as a linear combination) of spectral densities at different 
frequencies, and depend on the various contributing relaxation mechanisms. 

Relaxation theory is well described in several books23, 41-43 and review  
articles44-47. In the theory of nuclear spin relaxation, the purpose is to derive 
equations that correctly describe the experimental results. To do this, one 
should suggest a Hamiltonian for the system under study, solve the  
Liouville–von Neumann equation for the time evolution of the density op-
erator, compute the expected time evolution of the experimental parameters 
and compare (least-squares fitting) the result with measured values of these 
observables. Then, one will be able to extract the dynamic and structural 
properties of the system of interest from these relaxation parameters.  

In 1946, Bloch for the first time presented the theory of nuclear spin  
relaxation48. Bloch’s equations of motion are suitable for predicting the be-
haviour of an ensemble of isolated spins interacting weakly with the lattice. 
Briefly, the phenomenological Bloch equations give the time constants for 
the evolution of the longitudinal and transverse spin magnetization to their 
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equilibrium: the spin-lattice relaxation time (T1) and the spin-spin relaxation 
time (T2)

48-50, respectively. T1
-1 is the rate at which the average z-

magnetization of non-interacting spins returns to equilibrium, and T2
-1 is the 

rate of xy-magnetization (coherences) decay to equilibrium. Later on, Solo-
mon51 suggested his equations for relaxation of a two-spin system perturbed 
by dipole–dipole interaction. Under conditions in which groups of nuclear 
spins couple with each other, a more complete treatment is required. In the 
mid-nineteen-fifties the fundamental theory of nuclear spin relaxation in 
scalar coupled spin system was formulated in the form of the Bloch–
Wangsness–Redfield master equation52, 53, which is called perturbation, 
Bloch–Wangsness–Redfield or Redfield theory44, 54.A full theoretical  
description of the spin relaxation using Redfield relaxation theory can be 
found in the book by Abragam (the operator representation)41 and the book 
by Slichter (the matrix representation)42. The Redfield relaxation theory is 
applicable to any type of non-equilibrium system and any relaxation  
mechanism. It can also be expressed in the Liouville superoperator formal-
ism. Using this formalism is necessary in the case of slow-motion conditions 
in paramagnetic relaxation theory23. I shall try to outline the usage of Red-
field or perturbation theory in the explanation of relaxation of a three-spin 
system (methylene groups). 

 

1.2 The Master Equation of Relaxation 

In the semi-classical theory of spin relaxation, where the spins are treated 
quantum mechanically and the lattice is treated classically, one considers a 
spin system with a Hamiltonian consisting of a time-independent part, 

0Ĥ or 
the main Hamiltonian, that acts only on the spin system, and a stochastic 
time-dependent part (the perturbation Hamiltonian), )(ˆ tH ′ , that couples the 
spin system to the lattice: 

0( ) ( )H t H H t′= +                                                               (1.1) 

The perturbation Hamiltonian represents the interaction between spin states 
and variation of the interactions by random motions. The state of the spin 
system is described by the density matrix, σ (t). The time evolution of the 
density matrix is described by the Liouville–von Neumann equation, which 
can be written as (the notations are based on Kumar et al.55): 

0
ˆ ˆ( ) [ ( ), ( )]

d
t i H H t t

dt
σ σ′= − +                                                                      (1.2) 
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This equation (without going into details) can be written in matrix form by 
means of the widely used Redfield equations as: 

 

0( ) ( ) ( ( ) )
d

t i t R t
dt

αα αα αα αα ββ ββ
ββ

σ ω σ σ σ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′
′

= − + −∑                      (1.3) 

The density matrix is expressed in the basis of eigenvectors of the  
unperturbed Hamiltonian,

0Ĥ , so that 
αααα ωωω ′′ −=  is the frequency of the 

transition αα ′→ and 
ββαα ′′R  is the real part of the relaxation matrix. The  

elements ββαα ′′R  are expressed in the form: 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )R J J J Jαα ββ αβα β αβ αβα β α β α β γβγα γβ αβ γα γβ γβ
γ γ

ω ω δ ω δ ω′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′= + − −∑ ∑               (1.4) 

where the spectral densities are the Fourier transforms of the correlation 
function and are defined as: 

0
( ) Re ( )exp( )J G i dαβα β αβα βω τ ωτ τ

∞

′ ′ ′ ′= −∫                                                      (1.5) 

The random processes are described by the time correlation function, 
)(τβααβ ′′G , which contains information about the molecular motion of the 

system and is given by: 

( ) ( ) ( )G H t H tαβα β τ α β α τ β′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′= −                                                    (1.6) 

Here, the bar represents an ensemble average. The perturbation Hamiltonian 
is composed of a number of distinct relaxation mechanisms, (r), for instance 
dipolar interactions between pairs of spins or an anisotropic chemical shift of 
the spin of interest: 

( ) ( )
r

r

H t H t′ ′=∑                                                                      (1.7) 

The correlation function will then contain several auto- and cross-correlation 
terms given by: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )r r r r

r r r

G H t H t H t H tαβα β τ α β α τ β α β α τ β′ ′ ′
′≠

′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′= − + −∑ ∑     (1.8) 

 The first term on the right hand side is the auto-correlation term, and the 
second term is the cross-correlation term. 
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1.3 Relaxation Hamiltonian  

For various relaxation mechanisms the perturbation Hamiltonian can be  
expanded into a sum of products of time-invariant spin operators and time-
dependent spatial operators. The Hamiltonian can be expressed in a compact 
form, in terms of irreducible tensor operators (appendix A): 

2
( ) ( )

2

ˆ( ) ( ) ( )r q q q

r r

r q

H t A F tξ −

=−

′ = −∑ ∑                                                               (1.9) 

Where )()(
tF

q

r

−  is a random function of spatial variables (or the classical  
lattice function), generally depending on molecular motions, )(q

rA  is a tensor 
spin operator, and rξ  is the relevant interaction strength constant, which will 
be defined later. In order to describe the rotational behaviour of molecules, 
which makes the relevant interaction time-dependent, one needs to carry out 
a series of transformations from the molecular frame to the lab frame.  
Irreducible tensors transform under rotation in the same way as spherical 
harmonics, and therefore it is more convenient to express the Hamiltonian in 
terms of irreducible tensors. 

The intramolecular direct dipole–dipole interaction is the dominant and 
by far the most informative relaxation mechanism for a proton-bearing 13C. 
The ( ) ( )q

F t
−  as well as the ( )q

A are rank-two tensors; and the spin operators of 
the dipolar interaction between two spins A  and X are given by56: 

2

1

0

( )

[4 ( )] / 6

A X

z z

A X A X

z z

A X A X A X

A I I

A I I I I

A I I I I I I

±

± ± ±

+ − − +

=

= ± +

= − +

∓ ∓

                                                              (1.10) 

While the space part, ( ) ( )q
F t

− , is proportional to the inverse of the third 
power of the distance between two spins; it is simply the spherical harmonic 

2 ( , )q
Y θ ϕ  multiplied by some constants. 

 

1
2

3
2

6
( , )

5
q q

A X AXF r Y
π

γ γ θ ϕ− 
= − 

 
�                     (1.11) 

Here, , A Xγ γ  are the gyromagnetic ratios of the involved nuclei, 
AX

r  is the 
distance between two interacting spins, A  and X , and ),(2 ϕθqY  are spherical 
harmonics of the second rank. θ  and ϕ  are the polar angles that define the 
orientation of the relevant relaxation vector with respect to a laboratory 
frame, defined so that the z axis coincides with the direction of the static 
magnetic field 

0B . The spectral density is derived from the correlation  
function ( )( ) ( )q q

r r
F t F t

−
′ ′  via Fourier transformation.  
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( )

0
( ) Re ( ) ( ) exp( )q r r q q

rr r rJ F t F t i dω ξ ξ τ ωτ τ
∞′ −

′ ′= − −∫                   (1.12) 

The polar angles of spherical coordinates and the orientation of the CH 
bond with respect to the laboratory frame are illustrated in Figure 1.1. 

 

 

Figure 1.1: the polar angles  and θ ϕ of spherical coordinates that specify the orientation of the CH 

vector 
 

The local magnetic fields experienced by every nucleus can be affected 
by chemical shielding (the electronic environments). Since the chemical 
shielding is anisotropic (orientation dependent), the components of the local 
fields in the laboratory frame change with reorientation of the molecule. 
These fluctuations of magnetic fields are a source of relaxation that is called 
the chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) mechanism. The CSA may become an 
important relaxation mechanism at higher magnetic fields for 13C spin  
relaxation. Especially in coupled-spin systems, the cross-correlations be-
tween CSA and DD are rich sources of dynamical and structural informa-
tion. The spin irreducible tensors for CSA interaction )(q

CSAA  can be expressed 
as follows: 

2

1

0

0

(1/ 2)

(2 / 6) Z

A

A I

A I

±

± ±

=

=

=

∓
                                                                 (1.13) 

The space irreducible tensors contain spherical harmonics multiplied by a 
factor involving constants (related to the units and normalization) and the 
quantity 

0ABγ σ∆ . Usually the chemical shielding tensor can be assumed  

C

H

ϕ

θ

x'

z'

y'

Molecule-fixed frame 

B
0

x

z

y

Laboratory 
coordinate 
system 
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axially symmetric, so that 
xx yy zzσ σ σ= ≠  and ( )1

2zz xx yyσ σ σ σ σ σ⊥∆ = − = − +
�

 is 
the shielding anisotropy. 

Since other relaxation mechanism can safely be neglected for our spin 
system, I bring to the end the Hamiltonian saga and in the next chapter I will 
interpret the application of the theory of nuclear spin relaxation according to 
the Redfield formalism for coupled-spin systems.  
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2 Nuclear spin relaxation in coupled-spin systems 

The dynamics of multiple-spin systems are significantly more complicated 
than those of an isolated spin-1/2 system. In an isolated-spin system, one is 
speaking about a two-level system in which the transition can be described 
by a single time constant, whereas in a multiple-spin system, where there are 
more than two energy levels, one cannot use the simple explanation of Bloch 
equations, and the theory becomes more complicated. The relaxation of the 
system is complex and can be characterized by the relaxation matrix given in 
Eq. (1.3). One can obtain more information about molecular motion in the 
case where two or more spins are coupled. Modulation of the dipole–dipole 
interactions is produced by the correlated motion of internuclear vectors. We 
speak about auto-correlation dipolar relaxation when the motion of each pair 
of spins correlates with itself and about cross-correlation relaxation when it 
correlates with other motions in the system (interference between two inter-
nuclear vectors).  

The observation of different relaxation behaviour of the central and outer 
lines of 13C multiplet spectra during the early 1970s was the beginning of 
using interference effects between two dipolar interactions57, 58. At a later 
time, by using stronger magnetic fields, the differences in relaxation  
behaviour of outer lines in the multiplet were discovered59-61. The dipolar 
cross-correlation gives rise to the difference in relaxation behaviour between 
outer and inner lines, while the differences in relaxation behaviour among 
outer lines in the multiplet comes from the dipolar-CSA cross-correlation57, 

58, 62-64.  
This thesis concerns the dynamics of weakly coupled spin-1/2 systems, 

which are common systems in solution NMR. In a weakly coupled spin  
system it is assumed that all the coupling constants are much smaller than 
the differences in chemical shifts. The well known product operator formal-
ism provides a convenient tool for description of experiments in a weakly 
coupled spin system. There are a total of 64 possible product operators for a 
three-spin system, which seems to be a rather complicated system to deal 
with65. However, in most cases only a small subset of operators is important. 
A transformation to the basis of “modes”, many of which can be directly 
related to observables, seems to be useful. For longitudinal relaxation, these 
modes are known as “magnetization modes”. Magnetization modes have 
been applied with great success to explain longitudinal interference terms in 
weakly coupled systems56, 66. 

I will not explain the details of the mathematical basis for the equations of 
motion used in this thesis; the reviews by Kumar and co-workers55  
Werbelow and Grant67, Vold and Vold63, Canet64 and Fisher68 provide a 
comprehensive overview of the theoretical developments in coupled-spin 
relaxation and also a valuable compendium of equations for a variety of 
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coupled-spin cases. I provide a brief theoretical overview of the application 
of Redfield theory and using magnetization modes as basis set for three-spin 

systems, in laboratory and rotating frames, in the next two sections. 
 

2.1 Longitudinal cross-correlated relaxation 

The longitudinal relaxation refers to the recovery of observables to their 
equilibrium by the rate determined by diagonal elements of the density ma-
trix values. According to the secular approximation, and in the absence of 
radiofrequency field, r.f., irradiation, it is possible to consider the time  
evolution of the longitudinal and transverse magnetization independently. 
The time evolution of all the diagonal elements is in general coupled and, 
according to Eq. (1.3) is given by23, 55, 69: 

( )0( )   
d

R t
dt

αα
ααββ ββ

β

σ
σ σ= −∑                                                                (2.1) 

where 

2 ( ) 2 ( ) R J Jααββ αβαβ αβ αβ γαγα γα
γ

ω δ ω= − ∑                                                      (2.2) 

Eq. (2.1) is identical to the rate equation describing the recovery of the popu-
lations of various energy levels ( )ααα σ=P  to their equilibrium values ( )0

αP  
through the transition probability approach, written as41, 42, 55: 

0( )  
dP

W P P
dt

α
αβ β β

β

= −∑                                                                        (2.3) 

where 
ααββαβ RW =  are the transition probabilities, and ∑ ≠−= αβαβαα WW . 

As I mentioned in the previous section, in a weakly coupled spin system it 
seems to be easier and more informative to use a certain basis set of  
observables, the so-called “magnetization modes”, instead of the eigenstates 
of the Zeeman Hamiltonian for describing the relaxation matrix64, 67.  
Magnetization modes are essentially various linear combinations of the 
populations of different energy levels, which can be easily associated with 
observable quantities and which lead to simplifications of the kinetic equa-
tion describing the evolution of the system under longitudinal relaxation. 
One defines single-spin magnetization modes, such as

zA , 
z

M , 
zX , …, two-

spin magnetization modes, 2
z z

A M , 
zz XA2 ,… and multi-spin modes up to N 

spins. Each mode represents the expectation value of the products of the  
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corresponding spin operators, for example  { }( ) ( ) ( )A A

z z zA t I t Tr t Iσ= =  
and { }2 ( ) 2 ( ) ( )2A X A X

z z z z z zA X t I I t Tr t I Iσ= = .  
The dimensionality of the vector P(t) is in general 2N, where N is the 

number of coupled nuclear spins, and there are as many magnetization 
modes (eight modes for a three-spin system i.e. as many as the number of 
eigenstates of 

0Ĥ ). The set of linear first-order coupled differential equations 
given by Eq. (2.3) may be further simplified using both the molecular sym-
metry of the coupled spins and the intrinsic spin inversion symmetry (chang-
ing the signs of all the magnetic quantum numbers) that the Hamiltonian 
holds for all spin relaxation mechanisms. This symmetry feature yields sets 
of coupled differential equations with “symmetric” and “anti-symmetric” 
dynamical variables. Thus for DD interaction, the maximum dimensionality 
of coupled differential equations for treating N spins can always be reduced 
to 2N-1, and further reduction may be obtained if the molecular symmetry 
introduces degeneracies of the spin energy levels67. Mathematically, these 
features of symmetry can be incorporated in an appropriate similarity trans-
form as follows: 

( )
,

( )
( ) ( )eqi

ij j j

i j

d t

dt

ν
ν τ ν τ= Γ −∑                                                               (2.4) 

where ( ) ( )t QP tν =  and 1−=Γ QWQ . The matrix Q describes the transformation 
between the two basis sets. Selection of Q within the symmetric and  
anti-symmetric subsets is not arbitrary, but instead must specify those mini-
mum combinations of level populations which completely span all of the 
independent observables of the experiment. This transformation has the ad-
vantage that all elements of ν  have a real physical interpretation56, 64, 67. 
With this short introduction about magnetization modes, I turn to the relaxa-
tion matrix in the magnetization modes basis.  

Starting with the simplest case, the single isolated-spin ensemble, the  
evolution of the longitudinal magnetization is described by means of the 
Bloch equation as 48: 

1
ˆ ˆ ˆ/ ( ) z z eqd I dt R I I= − −                                                                  (2.5) 

where R1 is the longitudinal relaxation rate and 
êqI  is the equilibrium mag-

netization. For an ensemble of two spin systems, let us say A and X, the  
relevant longitudinal relaxation processes are no longer monoexponential, 
and their evolution can be described according to the Solomon equation 51: 

ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ

A A A

z z eq
A AX

X X X
AX X

z z eq

I I Id

dt I I I

ρ σ

σ ρ

   −    = −         −
   

                                                       (2.6) 
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where  and 
A X

ρ ρ  are the longitudinal relaxations rates for spins A and X, and 

AXσ  is known as the cross-relaxation rate.  
The three-spin system is sufficiently complex to illustrate most of the 

principles governing coupled multiple-spin relaxation58, 70-73, and yet a  
sufficiently common spin system (all 13C-containing methylene groups) to be 
of considerable importance. The three spins in the group form an AX2 or 
AMX system depending on the chemical and/or magnetic equivalence of the 
two protons. The energy level diagram and a possible set of basis functions 
of a weakly-coupled three-spin system, AMX (A=13C, M, X=1H), is depicted 
in Figure 2.1.  

 

Figure 2.1: The energy-level diagram (based on Kumar et al.55) and a basis set of weakly coupled three-

spin systems AMX (A=13C, M, X=1H). α and β correspond to Zeeman eigenstates; their product repre-
sents the different eigenstates of the three-spin system, numbered from 1 to 8, and λ is the total spin 

inversion operator. The first spin state in wave-function k corresponds to the 13C spin state, and the 

remaining spin states are associated with the proton spins.  The dashed lines represent the four single 
quantum transitions of the A (carbon-13) spin, the solid and dash-dot lines are for M and X spins (the 
two protons), respectively.  

 
There are four transitions for spin A in the AX2 or AMX system; a triplet 

will be observed instead of quartet due the fact that the difference between 
the two scalar coupling (J-coupling) constants is small compared to the line 
width. Since protons are chemically or magnetically non-equivalent in most 
cases in this study, let me consider the basis set for the AMX system to  
describe the longitudinal and transverse relaxation (relaxation in the pres-
ence of an r.f. field) equations. The unitary transformation for moving from 
population to the magnetization modes in an AMX spin system is given by: 

1 ,   8 1

2 ,   7 2

3 ,   6 3

4 ,   5 4

ααα βββ λ

ααβ ββα λ

αβα βαβ λ

βαα αββ λ

≡ ≡ =

≡ ≡ =

≡ ≡ =

≡ ≡ =
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P

P

P

P
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                     (2.7) 

1 2

3 4

1 2

ˆ ˆ                                                                

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ                            4

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ     2                    2     

     

a A a M

o z o z

a X a A M X

o z o z z z

s A M s A X

o z z o z z

s

o

I I

I I I I

I I I I

ν ν

ν ν

ν ν

= =

= =

= =

3
ˆ ˆ2                                                 M x

z zI Iν =

 

 
 The expanded form of the equation of motion for the magnetization 

modes, Eq. (2.4), can be written as follows: 
 

, ,A1

,M2

,X3

, , , ,AM1

, , , ,AX2

, ,4

( )

( ) 0
( ) 0
( ) 0
( ) 0
( )

a
A AM A AXAM AX Ao

a
M AMAM MX Mo

a
X AXAX MX Xo

s
A AM M AM A AX M MXA MXo

s
A AX X AX A AM X MXA MXo

a
A AX M MX AA M Xo

d dτ

δ δρ σ σ δν τ

δσ ρ σ δν τ

δσ σ ρ δν τ

δ δ δ δρ δ σν τ

δ δ δ δδ σ ρν τ

δ δ δδ δ δν τ

 
 
 
 

= − 
++ 

  ++
 
  + 

1

2

3

1

2

, , AMX 4

 

                                            

a

o

a

o

a

o

s

o

s

o

a
AM X MX o

ν

ν

ν

ν

ν

δ ρ ν

   ∆
  

∆  
   ∆
  
  
  
     +   

(2.8) 

To use the minimum required modes, some of them, namely the E and 
ˆ ˆ2 M x

z zI I  modes are not included in Eq. (2.8), where the symbol 
( )a a a eq

o i o i o iν ν τ ν∆ = −  represents the deviation from equilibrium, the superscript 
a indicates that the modes are antisymmetric with respect to spin-inversion 
symmetry and the subscript o indicates the observables. The three normal 
modes 1 2 3,  and a a a

o o o
ν ν ν  correspond, respectively, to the summed deviation 

from thermal equilibrium of the four multiplet lines in the A, M and X quar-
tets. A fourth observable mode, which couples to these modes and hence 
influences the time evolution of these quantities, 

4
a

oν , is the sum of intensities 
of the two outer lines minus the intensity of the central line in the triplet. The 
two symmetric magnetization modes, 

1 2 and s s

o o
ν ν , are related to the  

expectation values of the two-spin modes ˆ ˆ2 A M

z zI I  and ˆ ˆ2 A x

z zI I . The various 
auto-relaxation terms of each mode are denoted by ρ , the cross-relaxation 
between modes of the same order is shown by σ , and the cross-relaxation 
between modes of different order is the one we called cross-correlated  
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relaxation rates CCRRs and is denoted byδ . The expressions for our inter-
esting CCRR elements of the relaxation matrix are obtained as56-58, 67:  

, , ,

, , ,

, , ,

2 ( )

4 ( )

4 ( )

long

AM AX A AM AX AM AX A

long

A AX A AX A AX A

long

A AM A AM A AM A

J

J

J

δ δ ω

δ ω

δ ω

Γ = = ∝

Γ = ∝

Γ = ∝

                                                          (2.9) 

where,
, ,( ) and ( )i ij A ij ik AJ Jω ω  are the cross-correlated spectral densities for 

CSA/DD and DD/DD correlations, respectively. It is interesting to note here 
that the elements  and ρ σ  depend exclusively on auto-correlation, while 

,  and 
i ij i

δ δ  are the results of cross-correlation. The odd-order modes are con-
nected to the odd-order modes and even-order modes are connected to the 
even-order modes by cross-correlation between different dipolar interactions 
(

,i ij ikδ δ=  elements of relaxation matrix); the even-order modes and odd-order 
modes are connected through cross-correlation between CSA and dipolar 
relaxation (

,  i ijδ elements). The single-spin mode ˆA

zI  will convert into a 
three-spin mode ˆ ˆ ˆ4 A M X

z z z
I I I  as a function of time via a cross-correlated  

relaxation rate constant 
,A AM AX

δ δ= , and partially converts into the two-spin 
mode ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ2  or 2A M A X

z z z z
I I I I  with the rates 

, , or 
A AM A AX

δ δ  as the result of cross-
correlation or interference between the CSA interaction and one of the DD 
interactions. These terms couple the expectation values of operators of  
different symmetries under spin inversion, while the dipole–dipole interfer-
ence terms arise through coupling of operators of the same symmetry (two 
antisymmetric modes). 

,

,

,

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ4

ˆ ˆ ˆ2

ˆ ˆ ˆ2

AM AX

A AM

A AX

A A M X

z z z z

A A M

z z z

A A X

z z z

I I I I

I I I

I I I

δ

δ

δ

→

→

→

                                                                 (2.10) 

Solving Eq. (2.8) is difficult, because the time evolutions of various 
modes are coupled to each other and are described by the sum of seven  
exponential terms. But a simple solution is suggested for small τ values55, in 
a range in which one can expect the modes to change linearly. 

0
ˆ( ) (1 )[ ( ) ( )]  eq

τν τ τ ν τ ν τ→ = − Γ −
� � �                                                            (2.11) 

This is called the initial-rate approximation; the build-up rate of a mode is 
directly proportional to various elements of Γ̂ . Thus a rather direct meas-
urement of the various elements of Γ̂ is provided. In the initial-rate regime 
the slope of the build-up of the three-spin order will be proportional 
to

, ( )
AM AX A

J ω
73. 
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,( ( 0) / ( ) ) 4 ( )A A

z z AM AX

d
I I eq J

dt
τ ω→ =                                       (2.12) 

In the laboratory frame, i.e. in the absence of r.f. field irradiation, cross-
correlation may lead to a partial conversion of Zeeman polarization A

zI  into 
longitudinal 2-and 3-spin order 2 A M

z zI I  or X

z

A

z II2  and X

z

M

z

A

z III4 , resulting 
from CSA/DD cross-correlation and DD/DD cross-correlation respectively. 
Similar processes occur for the transverse magnetization, i.e. the magnetiza-
tion components that are aligned along the effective field in the presence of a 
radio-frequency field. The next section deals with CCRRs in the rotating 
frame.

 

2.2 Cross-correlated relaxation in the presence of an  

r.f field 

The presence of cross-correlation gives rise to differential line-broadening of 
resolved multiplet components74, in the same manner as leading to a non-
exponential relaxation rate of spin-lattice relaxation. The cross-correlation 
rate constant of weakly-coupled spins in the laboratory frame (longitudinal 
CCRR) depends only on the spectral density function sampled at the Larmor 
frequency 

Cω  (Eq. (2.8)). These spectral densities vanish for longer correla-
tion times (slow-motion limit 10 >>cτω ), and thus the effect of cross-
correlation is minimal. In the presence of a radiofrequency field, cross-
correlation rates depend on the spectral densities at other frequencies, includ-
ing zero. Furthermore, the rotating-frame experiment is advantageous also 
for sampling the cross-correlation spectral density function at zero  
frequency, 

, (0)
CH CH

J ′
. The details of cross-correlation effects in the trans-

verse relaxation in the AMX and AX2 spin systems have also been discussed 
in the literature55, 73, 75 I will give only a short overview of theory. 

In the presence of an r.f. field with amplitude 
1

ω  (i.e. during spin-

locking), the spin A with the offset ω∆  experiences an effective field that is 
tilted by an angle 

1
arctan( )

A
θ ω ω= ∆  with respect to the z axis. By applying 

spin-lock field selectively on one spin, the Zeeman contribution to the Ham-
iltonian will be removed, and the spin operators in the rotating frame for 
each spin can be defined by the component of the spin operators in the tilted 
(primed) frame 55, 73: 

cos( ) sin( ) 

cos( ) sin( ) 

A A A

z z A x A

X X X

z z X x X

I I I

I I I

θ θ

θ θ

′

′

= +

= +

                                                                   (2.13) 
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Thus, with �90=Aθ , e.g. A

xI=σ  in laboratory frame is equivalent to A

z
I ′=σ  in 

the tilted frame. The tilt angles 
Aθ  and 

Xθ  should not be confused with the 
angle

,AM AX
Θ , to be defined later, which refers to molecular properties rather 

than to experimental conditions. The focus will now be on the relaxation of 
the magnetization components that are aligned along the effective field, i.e. 
components such as A

zI ′
, M

zI ′
, X

zI ′
, 2 A M

z zI I′ ′
, 2 A X

z zI I′ ′
, 2 M X

z zI I′ ′
 and 

4 A M X

z z zI I I′ ′ ′
. The time evolution of the longitudinal spin operators in the rotat-

ing frame then follows an equation of motion analogous to the laboratory 
frame case, apart from the fact that all the quantities are replaced by primed 
counterparts. The coupling between these terms is formally equivalent to the 
coupling between the terms A

zI , M

zI , X

zI , 2 A M

z zI I , 2 A X

z zI I  and 
X

z

M

z

A

z III4  in the laboratory frame, which has been described previously. 
In order to study the effect of CSA/DD and DD/DD cross-correlation in 

the presence of r.f. fields, the relaxation behaviour of an AMX spin system 
with different angles of spin lock can be completely described by a set of 
seven differential equations, which express the coupling of the odd and even 
basis operators of the AMX spin system55, 76. Following the method for longi-
tudinal relaxation, in the laboratory frame, a seven by seven matrix describes 
the relaxation in a three-spin system with CSA and dipolar interaction. I 
shall avoid the full representation of the matrix and will represent a special 
case that we applied experimentally. In the case where the magnetization of 
spin A is selectively locked on-resonance (i.e. 

A
θ = 90º), while the other spins 

M and X are unaffected by the locking field (i.e.
'

0
X X

θ θ= =
� ), it turns out that 

the seven-dimensional problem reduces even more. A four-dimensional  
matrix will fully explain the cross-correlation of the system, where only the 
terms A

z
I ′

, 2 A M

z zI I′ ′
, 2 A X

z zI I′ ′
 and  4 A M X

z z z
I I I′ ′ ′

are coupled, while X

z
I ′

, M

z
I ′

 and 

2 M X

z z
I I′ ′

 do not participate in any interference of interest: 

, , ,1 1

, , ,1 1

, , ,2 2

, ,4 4

( )

( )
  

( )

( )

         

a a
A A AM A AX A AMXo o

s s
A AM AM AM AX AM AMXo o

s s
A AX AM AX AX AX AMXo o

a a
A AMX AM AMX X X AMXo o

d dτ

ρ δ δ δν τ ν

δ ρ δ δν τ ν

δ δ ρ σν τ ν

δ δ σ ρν τ ν′

′ ′ ′ ′     ∆
    ′ ′ ′ ′    = −
    ′ ′ ′ ′
        ′ ′ ′ ′    

1 4

1 2

           

                 ( )                                 ( ) 4

                 ( ) 2                          ( ) 2    

a A a A M X

o z o z z z

s A M s A X

o z z o z z

I I I I

I I I I

ν τ ν τ

ν τ ν τ

′ ′ ′ ′

′ ′ ′ ′

= =

= =

                   (2.14) 

where the relaxation parameters σρ ′′, and δ ′  represent the self-relaxation 
rate of each mode, the cross-relaxation rate between modes of the same order 
and the cross-correlated relaxation rate between modes of different order, 
respectively, in the relevant rotating frames.  
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During the spin-locking interval, ,
SL

τ  A

z
I ′

 is partly converted into 

4 A M X

z z zI I I′ ′ ′
 and 2 A X

z zI I′ ′
 as a result of DD/DD and CSA/DD cross-correlation, 

with a rate given by the equation61, 73: 

{ }

{ }
, , , ,

, , , ,

4 / 3 (0) ( )  

8 / 3 (0) 2 ( )

spin lock

AM AX AM AX AM AX AM AX A

spin lock

A AX A AX A AX A AX A

J J

J J

δ ω

δ ω

−

−

′Γ = ∝ +

′Γ = ∝ − −

                                    (2.15) 

The cross-correlation rate constant in the rotating frame depends on the two 
frequencies and is observable even for slowly tumbling molecules. The ap-
plication of an on-resonance spin-locking field to one spin has the advantage 
of isolating that spin system, which has been pointed out by Bull76, 77. 

 

2.3 Relaxation and molecular motion 

As I mentioned earlier in this thesis, relaxation is a powerful tool for probing 
molecular dynamics over a wide range of time scales, from picoseconds to 
seconds. The motional processes that affect (introduce fluctuation to) the 
Hamiltonian of nuclear spins is detectable by NMR relaxation. Each relaxa-
tion observable is connected with a transition between quantized magnetic 
energy levels. Thus, when the relevant nuclei experience appropriate fluctu-
ating magnetic fields, the relaxation rates are detectable. Molecular tumbling 
reorients the dipole vector between two spins and the principal axis of CSA 
and some other interaction with respect to each other (principal axis) or rela-
tive to the permanent external magnetic field; these interactions  
modulated by molecular motions are the source of relaxation and are called 
relaxation mechanism.  

For the systems of interest to us, the dominant mechanism by which mo-
lecular motion on the picosecond to nanosecond time scale influences re-
laxation is the interaction between two dipoles; secondly we may take into 
account the chemical shift anisotropy of the 13C spin. The interaction  
between two spins (two dipoles) can be considered as a fluctuating vector 
that rotates relative to the external magnetic field as the internuclear bond 
moves. For example, in a 13C bonded to a proton the magnetic field (induced 
by the proton) at the position of carbon-13 varies as the whole molecule 
tumbles or internal structural fluctuations occur. If this induced field  
fluctuates at an appropriate frequency, it will cause relaxation of the carbon 
nucleus. The DD/DD interference terms occur by interaction between two 
dipole pairs with two internuclear vectors. According to Fischer’s nice 
schematic illustration68, the interference between two dipole–dipole interac-
tions is constructive if the two vectors have the same direction, and destruc-
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tive if they are aligned in different direction with respect to each other Figure 
2.2. 

 

Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of interference between two dipolar relaxation mechanisms (based on 
Fisher68, fig.1) 

In a manner similar to the dipolar interaction, as the molecule tumbles or 
the carbon spin moves locally, the shielding tensor fluctuates and may cause 
relaxation of the carbon spin. Interference between dipolar and CSA  
interaction has also been studied frequently in biological systems. The 
scheme based on Fischer (Figure 2.3) gives us an overview of the CSA/DD 
interference mechanism, which illustrates the enhancement or reduction of 
the external field influence on a dipole by the shielding effect68. 
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Figure 2.3: Schematic illustration of interference between CSA and dipolar relaxation mechanism (repro-
duced from Fisher68, fig. 2)  

In liquids, the collisions that modify the rotational states of molecules are 
sufficiently frequent that small-step diffusion models41, 78-80 are usually  
appropriate to explain these motional features. Let us consider the isotropic 
rotational diffusion case. The correlation time for overall tumbling, 

o
τ (aver-

age of required time for molecule to rotate through one radian), is related to 
the rotational diffusion coefficient RD  by a simple equation: 

1 (6 )
o R

Dτ =                                                                 (2.16) 

RD  can be evaluated by using the Stokes–Einstein model81, where the mole-
cule is treated as a hard sphere of radius rh diffusing in a continuous, homo-
geneous medium. The symbol η  denotes the viscosity of the medium:  

3(8 )R hD kT rπ η=                                                               (2.17) 

The rotational motion is described by a time-dependent rotational  
correlation function as a measure of the probability that a bond vector has 
the same orientation relative to external field at an arbitrary zero time and a 
later time, t. For the simplest case, assuming that a bond vector rotates isot-
ropically with a single characteristic time scale, the correlation function is a 
single exponential decay. The characteristic time scale is described by the 
overall rotational correlation time, 

o
τ . To give a more understandable view 

of the probability of the motion, the correlation function is Fourier  
transformed to a spectral density function. The spectral densities therefore 
are the probabilities of oscillation at each specific frequency, and they carry 
information about molecular dynamics and play the central role in NMR 
relaxation. 

2.3.1 Expressions for spectral densities 

I will show later that the relaxation parameters are proportional to linear 
combinations of spectral densities. The spectral density describes the  
frequency dependence of any relaxation process. Considering only overall 
motion, the rotational correlation function, ( )G τ , is a function of overall 
correlation time,

o
τ , and by using Eq. (1.12) one can obtain the spectral den-

sity as: 

2

2 20
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2
( ) 2 ( )exp( ) (0)
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o
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J G i d G

τ τ
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ω τ ωτ τ

ω τ
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= −

= − =
+∫

                                            (2.18) 
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The spectral densities can be simplified further by the definition of  
reduced spectral densities, 

rr
J ′
� . This means that the magnitudes of relevant 

relaxation interactions are separately defined by a strength constant, 
rrξ ′

, as a 
pre-factor in related relaxation expressions  

( ) ( )rrrr rr
J Jω ξ ω′′ ′= �                                                                  (2.19) 

The dipole–dipole interaction constant, 
rrξ ′

, contains molecular quantities 
related to the relaxation mechanism. The dipolar coupling constant, which is 
related to the gyromagnetic ratio of spins and the distance between two 
spins, is defined as follows:  

0
34

DD A X
AX

AX
r

µ γ γ
ξ

π

  
=   
  

�                                                               (2.20) 

where the parameters have the same definition as in Eq. (1.11.) The strength 
constant for CSA interaction carries information about chemical shift anisot-
ropy of the spin system, and can be written as: 

CSA

A A A
ξ ω σ= ∆                                                               (2.21) 

where 
0A A

Bω γ= is the Larmor frequency of spin A and 
A

σ∆ is the CSA factor 
for the A spin.  

In order to evaluate spectral densities, and hence the correlation function, 
a motional model must be introduced. Ever since the earliest relaxation  
studies, a number of different models have been proposed to correlate the 
relaxation rates with molecular motion processes, considering global  
molecular motion and/or internal motions. Starting with the simplest model, 
where the spectral density function describes the motion of a rigid body and 
assuming small-step diffusion for molecular tumbling, the spectral densities 
are classified in three models82

: spherical top, symmetric top and rigid 

asymmetric top model.  

2.3.2 Spectral densities for rigid rotors 

A rigid spherical molecule rotating isotropically in its environment can be 
described by a simple approach with only one dynamical parameter (single 
characteristic rotational correlation time,

o
τ ) per spin. It is assumed that the 

dipolar internuclear vector is attached to a reasonably rigid sphere that  
reorients randomly. In this model, called spherical top, the spectral densities 
are calculated in the following form for auto-correlation, )(ωCHJ , and cross-
correlation, )(ωHCHJ : 
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2
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                                                               (2.22) 
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τ
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′ ′ ′= × Θ
+

                                   (2.23) 

where ( )13)( 2
2

1
2 −= xxP  is the second-order Legendre polynomial, rCH is the 

bond distance, and 
,CH CH ′Θ  denotes the angle between two dipolar vectors 

CH  and HC ′ . As it is obvious for auto-correlated relaxation, the relaxation 
rate only depends on the correlation time and the distance between two 
spins. For cross-correlated processes, the rate depends on the angle between 
the vectors as well. In a rigid molecule, the measurement of cross-correlation 
rates thus provides more structural information on the molecule. 

When a molecule has an axial symmetry, it can also be regarded as rigid 
object undergoing small-step rotational diffusion, and then its reorientation 
can be described by the diffusion coefficients perpendicular )( ⊥D and parallel 

)( ||D  to the principal axis. The auto- and cross-correlation spectral densities 
characterizing symmetric top rotational diffusion are defined below: 
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             (2.25) 

where θCH and θCH’ are the angles between the orientation of relaxation  
vectors and the symmetry axis of the molecule, and the symbol 

'CH CH
φ φ−  

denotes the angle between the projections of these vectors on the plane per-
pendicular to the symmetry axis. 

For more complicated anisotropically rotating rigid molecules, additional 
dynamical parameters are required; this is modelled as the rigid asymmetric 

top model, which can be found in reviews by Woessner83 and Grant84, and 
even earlier studies79, 80, 85. The influence of rotational anisotropy on NMR 
relaxation is well understood, and Werbelow and Grant71 derived equations 
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describing relations between auto- and cross-correlation spectral densities 
and components of the rotational diffusion tensor.  

2.3.3 Spectral densities for non-rigid systems 

In any realistic system, the molecule is not a rigid object, and some internal 
motions also take place. Therefore, in real systems the local fields are modu-
lated stochastically by relative motions of spins in the molecular frame as 
well as by overall rotational motion. Using the decorrelation assumption for 
isotropic rotational diffusion (and to a good approximation for the anisot-
ropic case) the time correlation function can be factored as:  

( ) ( ). ( )
o i

G G Gτ τ τ=                                                                (2.26) 

It is assumed that the overall tumbling and internal motions are statisti-
cally independent. The correlation function for internal motions, ( )iG τ ,  
depends on the geometry of flexible segments and the nature of internal  
motion. The orientational variables are defined in the molecular frame rather 
than the laboratory frame. Calculations of ( )iG τ  have been performed for a 
number of internal motions, such as free rotation86, restricted rotation about a 
bond87, 88, wobbling in a cone89-92 and jumps between equivalent88, 93 or  
non-equivalent24, 94 states. These models have provided an opportunity for 
investigation of a large group of systems from simple n-alkanes to macro-
molecules including membranes, lipid bilayers, polysaccharides, polymers 
and, not least, proteins. The theory for evaluating spectral densities in terms 
of different motional models has been discussed elsewhere23-25. Among the 
spectral densities mentioned above, I have focused on those models that we 
have applied in this thesis. 

One useful way to challenge the problem is the Lipari–Szabo (LS)  
approach 26. The LS approach assumes isotropic rotational diffusion,  
independent global and internal motions, a simple local geometry with re-
stricted local motion (locally anisotropic) and an axially symmetric tensor 
for the two considered interactions. The model was introduced for interpreta-
tion of dynamics of large molecules11, 27, but it is used nowadays also for 
internal motion in analyses of small and medium-size molecules18, 19, 95, 96. 
The spectral density is determined by the reorientation of the molecule, 
which is described by an overall correlation time, τ

o
, the local fast motion, 

which is characterized by a local correlation time, τe, and a generalized order 
parameter, S, which reflects the spatial restriction of the local motion. The 
auto-correlation spectral density takes the following form: 
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                                       (2.27) 

The LS approach has been modified in the following form for the cross-
correlation of two dipoles97: 
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              (2.28) 

where the auto- and cross-correlation order parameters now enter in the form 
of  2

CHS  and 
CH CH

S S ′
, and τ is defined by 1 1 1

o e
τ τ τ− − −= + . Despite its vast  

popularity, the LS approach has a big disadvantage: because it is not based 
on a special model, it does not provide a detailed physical picture of the in-
ternal motion. The review by Daragan and Mayo provides a very detailed 
description of a variety of reasonable models that can give more information 
on the internal motions24.  

A more realistic alternative for describing internal motions, such as the 
conformational exchange process, is considering rotational jumps over  
conformational states. N-site jump models93 assume that the relaxation vector 
of the relevant spins jumps between N allowed conformations. Concerning 
our interests, a model involving rotational jumps between two non-
equivalent or equivalent sites (two-site jump) can be used to describe the 
internal motion in hydroxymethyl groups. The use of jump models to probe 
the local dynamic and conformational motion in methylene groups has been 
discussed by Ernst and Ernst98 and by Daragan et al.24. Considering an  
internal jump and an overall isotropic rotation, the spectral densities for the 
two-site jump model take the form67, 98, 99: 
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ω γ τ τ ω γ τ τω

′
′ ′=

′ ′ = − − + + − + 

∑              (2.29) 

The constant C is equal to ( )2 5 for auto- and ( )3 10  for cross-correlated 
spectral densities, 

i
ξ  is the relevant interaction strength, the symbol 

'τ  represents 1 1 1
o j

τ τ τ− − −′ = + , where το  is the global correlation time, τj is the 
jump correlation time (inverse jump rate)24, P is the population of one of the 
rotamers, γ  is the jump half-angle (the jump occurs between γ+  and γ− ) 
and the coefficients rr

m
a

′ , with 2,1,0=m , can be expressed as follows:  
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The angles  and 
r r

θ θ ′
 are the polar angles (angles that vectors r  and r′  make 

with the jump axis), and ( )r r
φ φ ′−  is the angle between the projections of the 

principal axes of the two interactions on the plane perpendicular to the jump 
axis. The orientation of the possible 13C CSA principal axis and CH dipoles 
in hydroxymethyl group is demonstrated in Figure 2.4. We have taken  
advantage of the following property of the coefficients rr

ma
′  to determine 

rr′Θ  
for comparison with other models. 

0 1 2 2 (cos )rr rr rr

rra a a P
′ ′ ′

′+ + = Θ                                                                (2.31) 

For the CSA/DD cross-correlated interaction, the mechanism interfering 
with the DD is CSA, and the cross-correlated spectral density takes the fol-
lowing form: 

( ) ( ), 2 5 ( )CSA DD rr

C CH C CH m m

m

J a Jω ξ ξ ω′= ∑                                                       (2.32) 

All parameters have the same definitions as above, and the only  
difference is replacing one dipolar coupling constant by the CSA interaction 
strength. The symbol 

rr′Θ  denotes the angle between the two dipolar vectors 
 and CH CH ′  in the case of DD/DD, and the angle between the CH  dipole 

and the principal axis of the CSA tensor for the CSA/DD cross-correlated 
relaxation. The coefficient CSA

C
ξ  is the CSA interaction strength as defined 

previously. 
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Figure 2.4: Orientation of the carbon-13 CSA principal axis in the methylene group 

Yet another interesting model for non-rigid systems is the so called slowly 

relaxing local structures (SRLS) model, which originally was developed by 
Freed and co-workers for ESR studies29, 30, 100 and has recently been adapted 
for analyzing protein relaxation data101, 102. Since one important assumption 
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in the other models described above is the statistical independence between 
the overall and internal motions, in the case of dynamic coupling they are 
not applicable any more. Meirovitch and co-workers have shown recently 
that the LS approach is oversimplified31, 32, 103-108, and it is required to apply 
another model, which was initially developed for coupled motions, to  
describe such systems properly. The SRLS approach can be considered as a 
generalization of LS in which all assumptions such as axially symmetric 
local ordering, simple local geometry and decoupled internal and global 
motions are removed. The SRLS approach incorporates the coupling between 
the global and local motion of the dynamic probe by applying a rhombic 
coupling potential. It includes local motional modes parallel and perpendicu-
lar to the local diffusion axis101, 109. In contrast to other models, one cannot 
express the spectral density with an analytical formula. A complete represen-
tation of application of SRLS theory in analyses of NMR relaxation data can 
be found elsewhere32, 108, and the full explanation of this rather complicated 
model is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

 

2.4 Interpretation of Relaxation parameters 

For an aliphatic, proton-bearing carbon-13 spin, one can usually neglect 
relaxation mechanisms other than the dipolar interaction with directly 
bonded protons, except at very strong magnetic fields, where CSA may  
become important. Considering only dipolar interaction, the relationship 
between three “standard” relaxation parameters, 1

1 1R T
−= , 1 1

2 2 1R T T ρ
− −= =  and 

NOE are then given by 36: 
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            (2.33) 

where nH is the number of protons directly bonded to the carbon atom  
(nH = 2 for a methylene group), and )( CCHJ ω  is the dipolar auto-correlation 
spectral density. 

It is assumed that the NOE is not affected by the presence of cross-
correlation effects, and that the longitudinal and transverse relaxation  
processes are monoexponential. This idea cannot be exactly correct in the 
presence of cross-correlation terms, which results in a biexponential decay 
especially when the molecule under study diffuses anisotropically 58.  
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The two CCRRs refer to the transfer of longitudinal carbon single-spin 
order into the three-spin order and the corresponding transfer under carbon 
spin-lock conditions. The two types of cross-correlated relaxation rates are 
related to dynamic parameters via spectral densities

, ( )CH CHJ ω′
 according to67, 

73, 76, 98: 

( ), ,2            long

CH CH CH CH C
J ω′ ′Γ =                                                                 (2.34) 

( ) ( ), , ,4 / 3 0spin lock

CH CH CH CH CH CH C
J J ω−

′ ′ ′Γ = +                                                      (2.35) 

At strong magnetic fields, the CSA may act as a source of cross-correlated 
relaxation processes. We have neglected the auto-relaxation arising from 
CSA interactions; in contrast we have taken advantage of the DD/CSA  
interference terms as a source of information about anisotropy of the system.  
The DD/CSA interference terms arise from transferring single-mode carbon-
13 magnetization to two-spin order. The CSA/DD CCRRs in laboratory and 
rotating frames are the following:  

( ), ,4  long

C CH C CH C
J ωΓ = −                                                                 (2.36) 

( ) ( ), , ,8 / 3 0 2spin lock

C CH C CH C CH C
J J ω−Γ = − −                                                      (2.37) 

where the cross-correlated spectral density for interference between a dipolar 
interaction and CSA is represented by 

, ( )
C CH

J ω . It should be noted that  
spectral density functions are defined in many ways in the literature, but 
these definitions actually differ only in their coefficients. The choice for 
using a particular spectral density function varies slightly from situation to 
situation, but it should be realized that the final equations will be different 
for different definitions.   
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3 Relaxation in paramagnetic systems 

Paramagnetic effects have been used for several decades by chemists and 
biochemists as a source of structural, thermodynamic and dynamic informa-
tion. The presence of unpaired electrons in paramagnetic transition metal 
complexes in solution affects the NMR resonance frequencies and relaxation 
properties of nuclear spins110. In particular, the nuclear spin relaxes very 
much faster in paramagnetic solutions than in the diamagnetic counterparts.  

In the context of nuclear spin-lattice relaxation, one commonly speaks 
about the paramagnetic relaxation enhancement, PRE. This enhancement of 
relaxation is caused by random variation of electron spin–nuclear spin  
dipole–dipole interaction, and it is proportional to the concentration of the 
paramagnetic agent. PRE can arise for the ligand nuclear spins that enter in 
the first coordination sphere of the metal, referred to as inner-sphere (IS) 
PRE. The IS PRE is caused by stochastic modulation of the hyperfine  
interaction between the nuclear and electron spins by rotational tumbling, 
electron spin relaxation and, possibly, chemical exchange. PRE effects can 
also be seen for nuclear spins belonging to the solvent or to ligands that 
never enter in the coordination sphere of the paramagnetic metal ion. This 
part of PRE, the so-called outer-sphere (OS) PRE, arises through  
intermolecular dipole–dipole interaction, which is modulated by the relative 
translational diffusion of the paramagnetic species and the electron spin re-
laxation. Since no complex formation is assumed, the chemical exchange 
effects do not need to be considered, but a proper description of electron spin 
dynamics is important. The case of outer-sphere PRE is more difficult to 
describe, as it allows for stochastic variation of the nuclear spin–electron 
spin distance, whereas the only difficulty in the case of inner-sphere PRE is 
the description of electron spin relaxation. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure3.1: The inner-sphere molecules are directly bound to the metal, while the remaining water mole-
cules are considered as outer-sphere. 
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The PRE effect, especially when relaxivity (PRE normalized to one mM) 
is studied as a function of the magnetic field (the nuclear magnetic 

 relaxation dispersion, NMRD, experiment), can be an important source of 
information on structural and dynamic properties of a system. The NMRD 
profiles (e.g. Figure 5.10) are an important and commonly used tool in the 
characterization of paramagnetic complexes, such as Gd (III) chelates, con-
sidered for possible applications as contrast agents for magnetic  
resonance imaging, MRI111, 112. 

Intramolecular paramagnetic interaction is described by the same  
Hamiltonian as nuclear dipolar interaction, except that the interaction occurs 
between a nucleus and an unpaired electron. In the case of intermolecular 
relaxation, the modulation of the dipole–dipole interaction by relative trans-
lational diffusion is very important. The Hamiltonian therefore becomes 
more complicated because of the variation of nuclear spin–electron spin 
distances. In order to interpret the measured PRE and NMRD profiles for 
both the inner-sphere and the outer-sphere cases, one has to use a model for 
the nuclear relaxation in the presence of unpaired electrons. I do not intend 
to give a full description of the theory of PRE effects, which has recently 
been reviewed by Kowalewski et al.

110. This review provides a recent  
discussion of significant work completed during the past decade. 

It is difficult to interpret the experimental NMRD profiles, because  
available theories either have a limited validity range or require very difficult 
computations. For instance, the traditional SBM approach to the inner-sphere 
PRE is a perturbation-based (Redfield-type) high-field limit theory, and does 
not interpret NMRD profiles containing the data obtained at very low mag-
netic fields. The slow-motion theory113-115, which is based on the Liouville 
super-operator formalism, is an example of method that extends beyond the 
limit of the perturbation approach and is very general, but requires really 
complicated computation and does not deal with outer-sphere relaxation. 
The methods developed by Bertini116 et al. and by our laboratory117 seem 
therefore to be interesting alternatives. All these approaches assume a slow 
reorientational motion of the complex and describe the electron spin  
relaxation within the Redfield limit118. 

In the work presented in paper V, we concentrate on the less frequently 
studied outer-sphere (OS) case. The outer-sphere contribution to the PRE, 
T1OS 

-1, can be added as a second term. 

1 1 1
1 1 1

1

( ) ( )
( )

M
OS

M I

P q
PRE T para T dia T

Tτ
− − −= − = +

+
                                            (3.1) 

where T1
-1

(para) is the relaxation rate of ligand nucleus in the paramagnetic 
solution, T1

-1
 (dia) is the corresponding rate in a diamagnetic solution, PM is 

the mole fraction of ligand complexed to the transition metal, q is the  
coordination number (number of exchangeable ligand molecules in the com-
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plex), τM is the lifetime of exchangeable ligands, T1I is the spin–lattice re-
laxation time for the nuclear spin I in the complex, and 1

1OST
−  is the outer-

sphere contribution to the PRE. In this case, the modulation of the  
dipole–dipole interaction strength by the relative translational diffusion of 
the paramagnetic species and the solvent has to be considered.  
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4 Experimental aspects  

In this section, I will go through the practical basis of experiments. The 
commonly used multi-field 13C spin–lattice relaxation rate (T1

-1), spin–spin 
relaxation rate (T2

-1), and nuclear Overhauser enhancement (NOE), as well 
as longitudinal and transverse DD/DD and CSA/DD cross-correlated relaxa-
tion rates, have been measured in the systems of interest in this thesis. The 
molecules under investigation (except γ-cyclodextrin) are small, and the 
reorientational dynamics are within the extreme narrowing regime under 
conventional experimental conditions. To get outside the extreme narrowing 
regime for smaller molecules we had to employ some experimental tricks, 
using D2O/DMSO cryosolvent and low temperature, to increase the viscosity 
and make the overall tumbling slower. Under this condition, the spectral 
densities are field-dependent, and multi-field experiments can be used to get 
more information on the dynamics.  

4.1 Conventional relaxation parameters 

Longitudinal (spin–lattice) relaxation times (T1) are determined using the 
inversion–recovery (IR) pulse sequence, Figure 4.1(a)23, 119.In this experi-
ment, the equilibrium magnetization is first inverted by a 180 degree pulse. 
A variable delay τ  follows, and the NMR signal is detected after a 90 degree 
pulse. The recycle delay must be long enough, d1 > 5T1, to ensure that  
equilibrium conditions are reached between repetitions of the experiment. 
The signal intensity is a function of the variable delay, τ . The inverted sig-
nal recovers to equilibrium exponentially in τ , and with a perfect inversion 
the amplitude will be equal to the equilibrium magnetization for a long vari-
able delay, and a two-parameter exponential fit will give the T1 value accord-
ing to Eq. (4.1). 

[ ]0 1( ) 1 2exp( / )
z

M M Tτ τ= − −                                                                  (4.1) 

Where 
0( ) and M

z
M τ  are the measured intensity and the equilibrium magneti-

zation, respectively. Decoupling of protons is applied during the full experi-
ment. 

In the case of long relaxation time, a fast inversion recovery measurement 
(FIR) has been used to save experiment time120. The recycle delay can be 
about 3T1, and we use a certain numbers of dummy scans to reach a steady-
state condition instead of equilibrium between repetitions. A three-parameter 
exponential fit instead of the two-parameter fitting can be used for analysis. 
In cases where the signal intensity is poor (for example ring carbons in our  
disaccharide), a sensitivity-enhanced method is required to measure T1. The 
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two-dimensional inverse proton detection scheme was applied. The cross-
peak volumes for each relaxation delay, τ , are determined and fitted to an 
exponentially decaying function Eq. (4.2). 

 

Figure 4.1: The Inversion–recovery (a) and spin-lock (b) pulse sequences 

One should be aware that in a multi-spin system the longitudinal magneti-
zation can be transferred to other longitudinal spin states. To guarantee that 
the relaxation is monoexponential in such a system, we often use proton 
broadband decoupling. We could not find any experimental evidence for 
biexponential recovery in our systems. The interference (cross-correlated 
relaxation) terms between the dipolar interaction and carbon CSA vanish, 
and the cross-relaxation will be visible only in the form of steady-state NOE. 

Cross-relaxation, as one of the most important multi-spin effects, is the  
exchange of magnetization between neighbouring spins. Cross-relaxation 
gives rise to NOE, which makes it possible to determine the three-
dimensional structure of biological macromolecules12, 121. The cross-
relaxation rate is proportional to the inverse 6th power of the internuclear 
distance. For nuclei that are close together, the saturation of one nucleus 
(usually a proton) results in enhancing the NMR signal of the second  
nucleus, for 13C–1H interactions the maximum enhancement factor is ap-
proximately 3. These effects can be directly observed in a very simple ex-
periment122; the NOE sequence is showed in Figure 4.2a. 

In the case of {1H}-13C, the NOE builds up while the proton is subjected 
to a long-time, low-power irradiation. After a 90° pulse, this shows up as an 
increase in the carbon signal intensity. In the gated decoupling experiment, 
NOE coefficients are measured by performing a pair of experiments in the 
presence and in the absence of proton decoupling, and NOE is the ratio of 
two signal intensities when the decoupler is on and off during the time t. The 
time t has to be long enough (longer than 10 times T1) to guarantee that no 
NOE is left in the experiment with the decoupler off. Dynamic NOE  
technique123 has also been used. One defines another delay time, td, during 
which the NOE builds up, and the ratio between signal intensities of two 
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experiments, one with long and with short td delay, is the NOE coefficient. 
During the time t, which is the same for both experiments, the decoupler is 
off and the system returns to equilibrium (Figure 4.2 b). 

 

Figure 4.2: Gated-decoupling NOE (a) and dynamic NOE (b) pulse sequence. 

The spin–spin relaxation rate (T2) 
-1 is related to the line width of the 

NMR signal at half-height; therefore the magnetic field homogeneity is very 
important, and spin-echo methods can normally be applied to suppress any 
inhomogeneity. Mostly, the common CPMG (Carr, Purcell, Meiboom and 
Gill) technique124 has been used for T2 studies. To avoid certain difficulties 
in the CPMG type experiment, one may alternatively use a spin-lock se-
quence for measuring T1 in a rotating-frame or T1ρ experiment. In the ab-
sence of chemical exchange, T1ρ is equal to T2. First, an initial 90˚-x pulse is 
applied to carbon-13, which flips its magnetization toward the y direction, 
and then the magnetization is locked along the rotating y axis by applying a 
transverse spin-locking field B1 (r.f. field) along that direction for a duration 
τ. The magnetization is now locked in the rotating frame, and the relaxation 
rate constant for the magnetization along the field in the rotating frame can 
be measured. This is demonstrated in the following scheme of the spin-lock 
sequence in Figure 4.1(b). After switching the transmitter phase by 90˚, a 
variable length, τ, weak pulse follows before detection. Proton decoupling is 
applied only during the detection. The r. f. field must be sufficiently strong 
to avoid off-resonance effects, but not too strong to damage the probe. The 
transverse magnetization returns exponentially to its thermal equilibrium 
value, zero, with a rate constant T1ρ. The signal intensity varies exponentially 
with τ as follows, where 

0M is the signal amplitude immediately after the 90 
degree pulse. 

0 1( ) exp( / )yM M T ρτ τ= −                                                                  (4.2)
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The relaxation rate, T1ρ, in a rotating frame can depend on the strength of 
the radiofrequency field for spin-locking, and also on the resonance offset 
from the carrier frequency. Near-resonance, or so-called on-resonance,  
conditions have been used in all our experiments.  

4.2 Measuring interference terms 

There are several approaches to measuring cross-correlated relaxation rates 
for biological macromolecules and small molecules. Several reviews cover 
the details of experimental aspects in multi-spin systems55, 63, 64, 125. Inver-
sion–recovery-related methods are the most convenient for measuring longi-
tudinal CCRRs when the spectrum is not very crowded. The pulse  
sequence we have used is the same sequence as in scheme 4.1, with the im-
portant difference that no proton decoupling has been applied. During the 
delay τ, magnetization is transferred from the 13C Zeeman order to various 
longitudinal operators according to equation (2.8); the solution of this equa-
tion reveals multiexponential relaxation behaviour. But the build-up of three- 
and two-spin orders 4

A M X

z z z
I I I and 4

A M

z z
I I in the initial-rate regime can be 

considered linear versus τ. The difference in relaxation between the two 
outer lines and the inner line is obvious in selected proton-coupled 13C spec-
tra from inversion–recovery experiments sampled at various times (Figure 
4.3).  

 

 

Figure 4.3: A stacked plot of the methylene carbon-13 triplet of trehalose in a coupled inversion–
recovery experiment 
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The inner line is relaxed faster than the outer lines. At τ =70 ms, the inner 
line has already changed sign to positive, while the outer lines are still nega-
tive. At τ equal to 90 ms, the right-hand line has changed sign, while the  
left-hand line is still negative. The cross-correlation between a carbon–
hydrogen dipolar interaction and the carbon CSA tensor is responsible for 
this difference between the two outer lines24. In the absence of CSA cross-
correlations, there is differential relaxation between the outer and inner  
transitions of the A-spin multiplet, but the two outer lines relax identically. 

There are a number of approaches that can be used to study differential 
multiplet relaxation. One is the standard non-selective proton-coupled 13C 
inversion–recovery relaxation experiment, which allows estimation of the 
dipolar cross-correlation spectral density,

, ( )CH CH CJ ω′
. Alternatively, the ini-

tial slope of evolution of individual lines in a multiplet can be fitted using 
simple equations that usually yield single-exponential behaviour. The  
dipole–dipole cross-correlation is responsible for the difference in relaxation 
behaviour between the two outer lines and the inner line. The amplitude of 
the three-spin term (the difference between inner line and sum of outer lines) 
is proportional to the value of the CCRRs only for a short relaxation period, 
τ. The transfer rate can be determined from the initial slope (the first deriva-
tive at time zero) of second-order polynomial fitting of the three-spin term. 
Alternatively, one can use the initial relaxation rates for each of the individ-
ual lines in the triplet. If one defines Wi as the initial rate for the inner line 
and Wo as an average value for the two outer lines, ( ) 2

o o o
W W W

− += + , it is 
possible to estimate the longitudinal dipolar CCRRs from the difference 
between these values24, 57, 126 : 

( )/ 1
, , 2  DD DD

CH CH AM AX o i
W Wδ′Γ = = −                                                               (4.3) 

The longitudinal CSA/DD cross-correlated rate constants were deter-
mined from the same proton-coupled carbon-13 inversion–recovery  
experiment, using the difference between the initial relaxation rates of the 
two outer lines of the 13C multiplet, and employing the following equation: 

( ) ( )/
, , 1 2CSA DD

C CH A AM o oW Wδ + −′Γ = = −                                                            (4.4) 

As discussed above, 13C multiplet relaxation curves are non-exponential, and 
the shape of these curves is highly dependent on motional anisotropy. For 
isotropic reorientation of CH vectors and 

,CH CH ′Θ  close to 109.5º, 
, ( )

CH CH C
J ω′

 
has a negative sign, which shows the faster relaxation of inner lines of 13C 
multiplet spectra. In the case of highly anisotropic molecular motion, the 
sign of 

, ( )
CH CH C

J ω′
 is positive59, 67.  

Similar to the longitudinal relaxation, a coupled 13C T1ρ experiment has 
been used to measure the transverse CSA/DD and DD/DD CCRRs. During 
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the variable delay, τ, the transverse magnetization is transferred to the  
doubly antiphase term, 4 A M X

z z zI I I′ ′ ′
, and the two-spin order, 4 A M

z zI I′ ′
, via the 

transverse cross-correlated relaxation process. Traces from coupled 13C T1ρ 
experiments are shown in Figure 4.4. Eqs (4.1) and (4.2) can be used to  
estimate the DD/DD and CSA/DD transverse CCRRS from initial rates in 
the rotating frame. 

 

Figure 4.4: Stacked plots for the methylene triplet of trehalose at different spin-lock times 

 

Another experimental method is the decoupled difference experiment, 
which allows one to measure directly the build-up of multi-spin order due to 
cross-correlation. The cross-correlation rates were in some cases measured 
using decoupled difference experiments, modified by Köver and Batta127. 
The pulse sequences, which are designed for quantitative measurement of 
longitudinal and transverse dipole–dipole cross-correlated relaxation rates, 
are shown in Figure 4.5. The longitudinal (laboratory frame) experiment 
monitors the build-up of three-spin order, 4 A M X

z z zI I I , from the inverted  
carbon magnetization due to relaxation interference between the CH/CH′di-
polar interactions of the methylene groups. The initial build-up rate of the 
detected carbon signal will be proportional to the longitudinal cross-
correlation rate, 

,
long

CH CH ′Γ .  
The transverse (rotating frame) cross-correlation experiment measures the 

build-up of doubly antiphase carbon magnetization, 4 A M X

z z z
I I I′ ′ ′

, during a 
continuous-wave spin-lock pulse of variable duration. Relaxation interfer-
ence between the CH/CH′  dipolar interactions of the CH2 group mediates the 
conversion of carbon A

zI ′
 magnetization to 4 A M X

z z z
I I I′ ′ ′

. The initial build-up 
of the interference signal is proportional to the transverse cross-correlation 
rate, 

,
spin lock

CH CH

−
′Γ .  
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Figure 4.5: The decoupled difference pulse sequence for a) longitudinal and b) transverse CCRR meas-
urements (notations are according to paper I) 

 

4.3 PRE measurements 

The low-field part of the NMRD profile for aqueous protons was measured 
using a Stelar fast field-cycling relaxometer. The measurements were per-
formed at 298 K on the paramagnetic sample in H2O as well as on a  
diamagnetic solution in H2O. The PRE, 1/T1P, was obtained as a difference 
between the spin–lattice relaxation rates for the two samples: 

1 1 1

1 1 1
para dia

P
T T T

= −                                                                   (4.5) 

The high-field 13C and proton PRE was obtained in the same way as a  
difference between the relaxation rates of the two samples measured by the  
inversion–recovery experiment. 

 

a 

b 
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5 Discussion of Papers 

5.1 Dynamics of carbohydrates, an introduction 

NMR spectroscopy, as a unique non-destructive experimental method, has 
been widely used to obtain structural information for carbohydrates from 
chemical shift128, 129, through bond J-couplings129, 130, through-space dipolar 
couplings by NOE measurements96, 129, 131, experiments in partially ordered 
media132-134 and cross-correlated relaxation effects in solution135-137. NMR 
relaxation studies provide a valuable tool for obtaining dynamical informa-
tion on carbohydrates as well, both in exocyclic hydroxymethyl groups13, 37, 

138 and glycosidic linkages139-145. Thanks to technical development in NMR, 
the analyses of proteins and nucleic acids have been improved a lot during 
the past few years9-12. One of the groupings of interest is the methylene 
group, 13CH2, commonly studied in uniformly 13C-labeled proteins 59, 98, 99, 125, 

126, 146, 147. However, because of the difficulty of oligosaccharide isotope  
labelling, all the techniques will not be transferable to the analysis of carbo-
hydrates. Examples of where these techniques have been applied in the field 
of NMR analysis of carbohydrates are presented by the authors in the book 
“NMR Spectroscopy of Glycoconjugates” 148.  

The reorientation dynamics of oligosaccharides are studied by carbon-13 
relaxation measurements38, 39, 149, 150. A great deal of work has been reported 
in the area of using multiple-field and multiple-temperature carbon-13 re-
laxation experiments17-19, 28, 96, 151-153. Proton relaxation can also be combined 
with carbon-13 in order to clarify the question of the internal mobility of the 
molecule16, 154. In most cases, the LS formalism has been used to evaluate 
dynamic information16, 18, 19, 37, 39, 129, 155. The dynamics of glycosidic linkage 
has often been discussed. In some earlier carbon-13 works38, 96, 156, 157, a lim-
ited mobility around the linkage has been reported, while a fairly flexible 
linkage has been reported in works based on proton cross-relaxation data139. 
In a similar work from our laboratory on two disaccharides17, 158, the lack of 
rapid large-amplitude motion around the glycosidic linkage has been re-
ported. Within earlier work on carbohydrates in our laboratory, cross-
relaxation (which is the basis of the proton NOESY experiment) in combina-
tion with multiple-field 13C experiments and cross-correlation effects in two 

spin-½ system, has been investigated by Mäler159
. The interpretation of re-

laxation data has been performed mainly with the LS approach as motional 
model, allowing for internal motion in the molecules. The present thesis is 
an experimental work focusing mainly on systems containing three spin-½ 
nuclei interacting with each other, and applying a variety of models to  
interpret the complicated internal dynamics in carbohydrates. In this study 
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we stress the importance of cross-correlated relaxation measurements, 
namely the cross relaxation between single-spin and multi-spin orders. We 
have combined the conventional relaxation parameters with cross-correlated 
relaxation rates (CCRRs) to extend our experimental datasets and create an 
additional tool for the structure determination and dynamical studies of  
carbohydrates. It appears especially suitable for studies of local conforma-
tional dynamics in oligosaccharides. 

Oligosaccharides are composed of small numbers of monosaccharides 
(two to ten units) that are joined to each other through glycosidic linkages. 
Oligosaccharide conformations are defined by the glycosidic torsion angles 
φ (H1-C1-Ox-Cx) and ψ (C1-Ox-Cx-Hx), where ‘x’ indicates the glycosidic 
linkage position. In the case of 6-substitution of hexapyranosides, the torsion 
angle ω (O5-C5-C6-O6) is important as well. In (1→6) linked 
hexapyranosides, this angle leads to additional dynamics at the glycosidic 
linkage. The three most common conformations of C5-C6 fragments are 
staggered conformation, which are termed gauche-gauche (gg), gauche-

trans (gt), and trans-gauche (tg), shown in Figure 5.1. Thus, in an oligosac-
charide, two or three torsion angles at each glycosidic linkage need to be 
considered in order to describe its conformation. The torsion angles are 0˚ 
for the eclipsed form.  
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Figure 5.1: Schemes of torsion angles in γ-cyclodextrin (a) and a disaccharide (b) 

The conformation of the hydroxymethyl group is described by the torsion 
angle ω (O5-C5-C6-O6). The conformation of the hydroxymethyl group is 
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also often referred to as one of the three conformations denoted as gt with 
60ω ≈ + �  , as gg with 60ω ≈ − �  , and tg with 180ω ≈ �  160, 161. 

A wide range of conformational characteristics results from the presence 
of different monosaccharide residues and/or different types of glycosidic 
bonds. The local conformational dynamics in solution on a nanosecond time 
scale is described by time correlation functions that reflect the geometric 
constraints on carbohydrate chains. These constraints arise from non-bonded 
interactions between sugar residues and/or restricted motion about the glyco-
sidic bond. No systematic studies have been performed to determine the 
effect of the types of glycosidic bond that links the various monosaccharide 
units in the oligosaccharides; the nature of these bonds is expected to modify 
mobility along the carbohydrate chain. All of the ring carbon atoms bearing 
a single proton show mainly the same T1 values for 13C in each molecule,  
indicating an approximately isotropic tumbling162 without a preferred axis of 
rotation in mono- and disaccharides. The exocyclic hydroxymethyl carbons 
are believed to undergo an internal motion along with the overall motion, 
since NT1 values of the hydroxymethyl carbons (bearing two protons) are 
usually longer than those of ring carbons (a kind of reorientation about the 
exocyclic bond studied in papers I & IV.  

To understand the dynamic behaviour of carbohydrate molecules, the  
experimental data should be treated in terms of a model. The internal  
dynamics of carbohydrates are naturally complex, and they have to be  
approximated by simple models with only a few parameters. In some cases, 
the relaxation data may not uniquely define a dynamic model, and several 
models may be capable of reproducing the experimental relaxation parame-
ters. The problem of discriminating between models can be solved either by 
considering molecular shape and geometry or by conducting variable-
temperature relaxation measurements. In the first approach, the molecular 
shape is important for describing the overall motion as isotropic or anisot-
ropic. Secondly, geometric constrains may restrict internal motion of flexible 
segments to within a narrow angular range (such as restricted internal diffu-
sion or N-site jump). Additional calculations may be required to overcome 
the ambiguities of selecting the best models that fit the experimental data. 
For instance, thermodynamic parameters that might reflect the change of 
conformational entropy upon rotation can be estimated (as in paper IV); 
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation is also a significant tool for studying 
dynamics in biomolecules. MD simulations are becoming a more important 
and useful complementary tool nowadays, due to access to more powerful 
computational systems and development of more realistic force fields35, 163-

165. MD is used in simulating the ps/ns time scale motions that are in the 
range of NMR relaxation time scales, and provides a valuable approach for 
evaluating various models for analyzing experimental relaxation data. 
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5.2 Papers I - IV: Cross-Correlated Relaxation Rate  

The goal in Papers I - IV was to use the longitudinal and transverse cross-
correlated relaxation rates, along with conventional relaxation parameters, to 
determine structure and dynamics of the molecules. We focused on the 
cross-correlation between the two carbon-proton dipolar interactions in the 
methylene group. In Paper I, the exocyclic hydroxymethyl group (CH2OH) 
in a simple carbohydrate, methyl-β-D-glucopyranoside (Me-β-D-Glcp) was 
studied (Figure 5.2). 
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Figure 5.2: Me-β-D- glucopyranoside 

It was known that the hydroxymethyl groups in sugars undergo internal mo-
tions, while the details of the involved dynamic processes were not clear. We 
were interested in finding information about these dynamic processes, using 
CCRR measurements. We assumed therefore a well-known geometry of the 
methylene group and concentrated on obtaining dynamic information about 
the rotation of methylene group, using a two-site jump model. In Paper II a 
number of polycyclic molecules have been investigated, and we analyzed the 
data using the spectral densities for rigid bodies, assuming small-step  
diffusion. The CCRR measurements provided structural information on these 
small, rigid, molecules as well as a simple and consistent picture of the  
dynamics. We believe that this approach is applicable to systems with more 
complicated dynamics.  

Measurements of cross-correlation rates in paper I were performed using 
modified decoupled difference experiments introduced by Köver and 
Batta127. The pulse sequence is designed for quantitative measurement of 
longitudinal (Figure 4.5a) and transverse (Figure 4.5b) dipole–dipole cross-
correlated relaxation rates (DD/DD CCRR). One measures the initial rate, 
the intensity of three-spin order versus time is fitted by a polynomial equa-
tion, and the tangential slope of the time curve at time zero is the build-up 
rate. In paper II, the build-up rate of the longitudinal three-spin order is 
calculated using the initial rate of each line of the multiplet, measured by the 
proton-coupled carbon inversion–recovery experiment. The decay rate of 
three-spin order in the rotating frame is also estimated using the initial rate 
of each line of multiplet, measured by the coupled T1ρ experiment. The plot 
of intensities of three lines of the triplet versus time in the initial-rate area for 
inversion recovery (a) and spin lock experiment (b) is presented in Figure 
5.3.  
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Figure 5.3: The intensities of the three lines of the methylene triplet versus time at the initial part of the 
relaxation curve for trehalose molecule. The circles and stars indicate the experimental intensities, to-
gether with fitted curves for the inner and outer lines, respectively. (a) IR (b) Spin-lock experiments. 

 
Several different protocols have been used to evaluate CCRRs using the 

initial rate approach. To compare different protocols, we used a very concen-
trated sample of trehalose, Figure 5.4, with a good signal-to-noise ratio. The 
initial rate of individual lines was determined using three different protocols, 
and then Eq. (4.1) was used to estimate CCRRs. The three used protocols 
are: 
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a) Parabolic fit (fit the initial part with a second-order polynomial, and 
find the first derivative at time zero), b) Exponential fit case, fitting the same 
set of short delays and the single long delay, to an exponential equation. c) A 
weighted exponential fitting suggested by Daragan 126, 166. 
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Figure 5.4: Trehalose 

We used also the decoupled difference method, the method used in paper I, 
for the sake of comparison.  

We tested a similar procedure for estimating transverse CCRRs, using  
initial transverse relaxation rates measured by the coupled spin-lock  
experiment. A similar result as for the longitudinal case was obtained. The 
results of this comparison for longitudinal and transverse CCRRs are sum-
marized in tables 1 and 2 of Paper II. Based on our experimental results, we 
concluded that the simple exponential fit may be the most reliable approach 
for evaluating the CCRRs in most other cases. There is a compromise be-
tween the low signal-to-noise ratio at initial points and the deviation from 
linear build-up at the longer mixing time points. One should be able to find 
the optimum situation for the curve build-up. In principle, the longer the 
relaxation time is, the longer the build-up period that should be used. The 
CCRR effect is small, and therefore the relative error becomes large (one has 
to be careful about the baseline and the effect of solvent signal on it). Evalu-
ating the final CCRR involves considering the difference between the aver-
age rate of two outer lines and the rate of an inner line, which makes the 
uncertainties of the CCRR larger than the “conventional” relaxation  
parameters, even with very good signal-to-noise ratios.  

The advantage of the inversion–recovery experiment (paper II) is its 
simplicity and the fact that the sign of the resulting three-spin order  
(expressed as a difference between the summed intensity of the outer lines 
minus the central line) can be found explicitly. In the decoupled difference 
experiments (paper I), we cannot determine the absolute sign of the CCRRs, 
whereas we can with certainty determine the relative signs of the longitudi-
nal and the spin-lock rates. The decoupled difference experiments have a 
systematic problem when the natural line widths of the three lines are not 
equal. Moreover, for measuring dipole–CSA interference terms we need 
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another set of experiments, while coupled relaxation techniques provide both 
DD/DD and CSA/DD terms in a single experiment.  

We analyzed the conventional relaxation parameters (paper I), using the 
Lipari–Szabo model. In the second step of the analysis, we included the 
cross-correlated relaxation rates in the discussion and used a combined 
model of two-site jump and Lipari–Szabo for analyzing CCRRs. We found 
in this study that the dipolar cross-correlated relaxation rates provide a  
suitable tool for selecting the appropriate model for conformational dynam-
ics in hydroxymethyl groups in carbohydrates. For Me-β-D-glcp, we found 
that the two-site jump model can explain the sign and the magnitude of the 
CCRRs. This study shows that cross-correlation relaxation data, combined 
with the traditional auto-correlated relaxation parameters, extend the  
possibilities for obtaining dynamic information that is difficult to obtain by 
other methods. 

 

 

Figure 5.5: The molecules investigated in paper III (a) HMTA (b) quinuclidine (c) AdCA 

The most widely applied model for describing the reorientation of  
molecules in liquids is the isotropic rotational diffusion model, considering 
the molecule as a rigid sphere. The consistency of rotational diffusion mod-
els for rigid bodies for molecular reorientational dynamics has already been 
tested for hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA Figure 5.5a) by Kowalewski et 

al.
154 for conventional relaxation parameters. HMTA is a highly symmetric 

molecule, which can be considered as a spherical top and whose isotropic 
reorientation properties make it a good model molecule for testing the the-
ory. In paper II, these traditional relaxation parameters are combined with 
CCRRs. In this work, a rigid spherical top model was used to fit the conven-
tional relaxation parameters from the earlier study154 and the measured 
CCRRs for HMTA. We obtained identical correlation times, and a distance 
and angle between two dipolar vectors, which agree with neutron diffraction. 
The agreement between the experimental and calculated CCRRs was  
excellent (see table 3 in paper II.).  
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For quinuclidine (Figure 5.5b), an axially symmetric model was used for 
fitting the conventional relaxation data and the CCRRs (data in table 4 of 
paper II). We considered only the DD interactions from directly-bound 
protons and neglected other possible relaxation mechanism, even the long-
range DD interactions which are possible in this polycyclic molecule. Fitting 
the “conventional” multiple-field carbon-13 relaxation parameters (T1, T2, 
NOE) and CCRRs in the four steps described in the paper, we obtained a 
very large anisotropy of molecular motion (

||D / 50D⊥ � ), similar CH  
distances to what we obtained for HMTA and the 

CHθ -angles in agreement 
with known geometry and microwave spectroscopy. The obtained angles 

'CH CH
φ φ−  were very close to the expected values of 120˚. Clearly, the CCRRs 
are consistent with the conventional relaxation parameters. 

Adamantanecarboxylic acid (ADCA) (Figure 5.5c) is also approximated 
as a rigid symmetric top. The two CH vectors for the δ-carbon have different 
θ values, and in this highly anisotropic situation one might expect that the 
cross-correlation between the two CH vectors for the δ-carbon would be 
smaller than for the corresponding vectors of the β-carbon. This turns out to 
disagree with the experimental findings for the longitudinal CCRRs, summa-
rized in Table 6 of paper II. In summary, we applied the developed methods 
to some reasonably rigid molecules and investigated the consistency of the 
cross-correlated relaxation data with conventional heteronuclear relaxation 
properties. This study emphasizes the possibility of interpretation of the 
combined experimental data of auto- and cross relaxation in terms of the 
simple model of dipolar relaxation, based on small-step rotational diffusion 
of rigid diffusors. 

The experimental methods based on initial-rate techniques developed in 
paper II have been applied in both papers III and IV to measure longitudi-
nal and transverse CCRRs in methylene groups of sugars. In paper III, a 
cyclic oligosaccharide γ-cyclodextrin (Figure 5.6 a ) has been investigated 
and in paper IV the CCRRs of a methylene groups in a disaccharide β-D-
Glc-(1→6)-α-D-ManOMe (Figure 5.1) have been measured. Cyclodextrins 
are available in starch and can be prepared by certain enzymatic processes 
and separated by chromatography or fractionated crystallization. γ-
Cyclodextrin is a cyclic oligomer consisting of eight glucose residues, which 
form a shallow truncated molecular cone of almost perfectly symmetrical 
structure. The shapes of cyclodextrins are well known from X-ray  
crystallographic studies. A symbolic conical shape of γ-cyclodextrin is also 
shown in (Figure 5.6 b )to visualize the position of the hydroxymethyl group 
at the top of the molecule.  

Several relaxation experiments have been performed in the field of  
carbohydrates dynamics in solution, and information concerning the overall 
motion of oligosaccharides and relative spatial rigidity of the individual 
monomers are available through the Lipari–Szabo model. However, the 
Lipari–Szabo modelling of oligosaccharides may be problematic.  
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Experimental and theoretical28, 167evidence shows that separation of overall 
reorientation and internal dynamics is not an easy task even for simplest 
member of this class, a disaccharide molecule. For instance, the separation 
of internal motion around glycosidic bond and overall tumbling in a disac-
charide is not possible, because no ring carbon in the disaccharide moiety 
relaxes exclusively by the overall molecular motion. The situation can be 
rather complicated for exocyclic hydroxymethyl groups if their conforma-
tional changes occur on a similar time scale as the overall reorientation. The 
situation is even more complicated when the methylene groups is located 
within the molecule in glycosidic linkage position. No model is available to 
describe the flexibility of glycoside bond in terms of torsion angles φ and ψ. 
The ω rotation was studied in papers I & III in exocyclic position, and in 
paper IV within the glycosidic bond. There is no evidence showing the ω 
rotation to be independent of the φ and ψ dynamics, and this correlated  
dynamics makes the task even more complicated.  

 

Figure 5.6: γ-cyclodextrin molecule 

Most previous studies have treated the disaccharide as a molecule tum-
bling isotropically19, 152 and, in some cases, anisotropically38, 96. We assumed 
an isotropic overall motion for the disaccharide in paper IV, by taking into 
account the several possibilities for hydrogen bonding within the molecule. 
For the γ-cyclodextrin molecule an isotropic overall tumbling can also safely 
be considered. The relaxation data for γ-cyclodextrin (paper III) were ana-
lyzed using the LS approach and a novel modification of the two-site jump 
model, with scaling of the dipolar coupling constant (DCC). The two-site 
jump model was found satisfactory for interpreting the internal motion of the 
methylene groups. In the γ-cyclodextrin study, paper III, the presented 
modified dynamic model seems to function in a more consistent way than 
the “hybrid” model applied in the case of the monosaccharide in paper I. 
Plots of experimental relaxation data and simulated relaxation data using the 
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DCC-scaled two-site jump model in Figure 5.7 demonstrate an excellent 
agreement of fifteen relaxation observables of γ-cyclodextrin and the two-
site jump model at 343K. We did not use the CSA/DD cross correlated re-
laxation rates in our analysis to determine the dynamics. On the other hand, 
making use of the dynamical information from the dipolar relaxation, we 
estimated the CSA parameters from these relaxation data for the methylene 
group. 
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Figure 5.7: Plots of γ-cyclodextrin relaxation data versus magnetic field at 343 K 

The dynamics of methylene groups in γ-cyclodextrin can reasonably be 
treated by every examined model: the LS, the isotropic rigid body and the 
two-site jump models with scaled DCC in paper III, and even the SRLS 
model (with axially symmetric ordering potential) that is tested in paper IV. 
In contrast, treating the dynamics of the disaccharide is not straightforward. 
We tested all the models mentioned above, and the restricted-rotation  
diffusion model as well. The main problem is that the overall correlation 
time obtained for ring carbons does not fit the two-site jump model well, and 
the overall correlation time obtained by two-site jump model appears overes-
timated. The only model that fits the experimental data, at least in a partially 
satisfactory way, is the SRLS. It means that the model fits the four (out of 
five) relaxation parameters reasonably well. The difference between experi-
mental and calculated values for transverse CCRRs is large (table 9 in paper 

IV). The probable reason for this problem might be hidden in the assumption 
of an axially symmetric ordering potential. Considering a non-axial  
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(rhombic) ordering potential for the methylene group may hopefully describe 
the coupled dynamics of methylene groups better.  

In paper IV we have taken advantage of DFT calculation and show, in 
table 4, that the tg conformer is energetically unfavourable and that the two 
gg and gt conformers are preferred. This strengthens the argument for using 
the two-site jump model for tetrahedral geometry of methylene groups in-
stead of the three-site jump. The DFT calculation also predicts almost equal 
population of the two conformers, which is in agreement with recent MD 
calculations168 and is also consistent with our relaxation results. The activa-
tion energy for the ω rotation is calculated from the Arrhenius equation, and 
using the internal correlation times determined by SRLS models. The plot of 
ln(k) = ln(1/τ) versus inverse temperature, 1000/T, is shown in Figure 5.8. 
An activation energy of 36.2 KJ/mol is obtained for the two-site jump 
model, and the corresponding activation energy for the SRLS model is 31.9 
kJ/mol. The DFT-calculated value for the enthalpy of transition between the 
two conformers is 26.04 kJ/mol. 

 

 

Figure 5.8: Arrhenius plot of ln(k) vs. 1000/T corresponding to the SRLS model 

5.3 Paper V applying PRE for dynamic   determination 

In paper V, a different relaxation mechanism, the paramagnetic relaxation 
enhancement (PRE), has been used to explain the sugar’s inter-molecular 
dynamic. The PRE of the trisaccharide raffinose (Figure 5.9) in aqueous 
solution was measured in the presence of a gadolinium (III)  
complex, GdDTPA-BMA (H2O) (Figure 3.1). In this study, a system con-
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taining aqueous protons and 13C and 1H nuclei in the sugar, in the presence 
of the Gd(III) complex, has been investigated. 
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Figure 5.9: The trisaccharide raffinose169 

The water molecule enters in the first coordination shell of the complex, 
but not the sugar. The NMRD profile of water protons was fitted using the 
programs based on the work by Bertini, with an improved description of the 
electron spin relaxation by Kruk et al.117 .We considered both the outer- and 
the inner-sphere contributions to the water proton relaxivity. We used the 
parameter set obtained for a similar but larger complex Gd-DTPA-SA118, and 
tried to reproduce the NMRD profile adjusting one single parameter at a 
time while keeping the others fixed, which was not very successful. In the 
second step, we used parameters from other sources, like the proton–
gadolinium distance from the X-ray structure of similar compounds 
(rIS=300pm), calculating the rotational correlation time, τR from Eq. (2.19) 
and readjusting the exchange life time τM. We obtained two sets of  
parameters consistent with experimental data (Table 1, paper V). The result 
of this simulation and the experimental data are shown in Figure 5.10. The 
curves are not calculated at the intermediate fields where the theoretical 
model is not valid. 

The 13C PRE for raffinose carbons and some protons was measured. The 
fact that the PREs of all carbons are similar means that the sugar molecule 
does not enter the first coordination sphere of complex. We therefore  
interpreted the PRE for sugar nuclei using an intermolecular OS relaxation 
mechanism. The OS relaxation is the result of modulation of nuclear spin–
electron spin DD interaction by electron spin relaxation and translational 

diffusion. We used the same parameter as for the water protons to describe 
the outer-sphere PRE for raffinose. Using experimental data at two higher 
fields and two values of the relative diffusion coefficient, the distance of 
closest approach for all carbons and some protons in raffinose was  
calculated. We found that translational diffusion is the only mechanism con-
tributing to modulation of DD interaction at very high fields. According to 
theory110, the electron spin relaxation is expected to contribute more at lower 
fields. This was proved in the current study by interpreting carbon-13 PRE 
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experiments at a lower field (2.35T); the analysis showed that the electron 
spin relaxation indeed contributes to the modulation of DD interaction at the 
lower field. However, it still plays a less important role than mutual transla-
tional diffusion. The model was interesting for studying different kinds of 
spins in the same solution. 
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Figure 5.10: NMRD profile of aqueous protons in the gadolinium (III) complex, GdDTPA-BMA (H2O). 
The lines demonstrate the calculated NMRD using two sets of simulated parameters, and the triangles 
show the experimental relaxivity of water proton. 
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6 Concluding remarks 

The importance of oligosaccharides as biological units has been known for a 
long time. Competent knowledge about the structure and dynamics of oligo-
saccharides is important for understanding their behaviour in various bio-
logical roles. Interest in carbohydrate dynamics in solution has grown in the 
recent two decades. One of the areas of interest is the conformational ex-
change in methylene groups. Determination of parameters describing these 
conformational exchanges has been attempted in this thesis by measuring all 
possible 13C relaxation parameters (including cross-correlated relaxation 
rates) at several magnetic fields and temperatures with a comprehensive 
analysis. We have devised a simple experimental methodology for studies of 
cross-correlated relaxation, suitable for methylene groups and applied these 
methods to some reasonably rigid molecules and to some oligosaccharides. 
We have shown that the description of conformational dynamics improves 
significantly by taking into account these additional relaxation observables 
arising from interference phenomena, and by applying the modified dynamic 
model. Application of CCRRs brings additional tools to study the conforma-
tional dynamics of methylene groups in carbohydrates in both exocyclic 
hydroxymethyl and in glycosidic linkage positions. It also provides a  
possibility of estimating the chemical shielding tensor in carbohydrates in 
solution. 

For the first time we have applied the SRLS model to analyze the  
relaxation dataset of oligosaccharides in this thesis. This may open new ho-
rizons for meaningful physical interpretation of coupled dynamics in carbo-
hydrates.  
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Appendix A 

In general, the spin Hamiltonian in NMR can be expressed in terms of  
second-rank Cartesian tensors with real elements in a Cartesian coordinate 
system. The second-rank tensors are useful for treating the interactions in 
NMR, like dipole–dipole interaction or CSA, which are anisotropic so that 
their influence on spin dynamics depends on the orientation of the molecule 
with respect to an external magnetic field, B0. Let us consider the tensor 
Â whose Cartesian components are known and can be arranged as the  

following matrix:  
 

ˆ                                    (A.1)
xx xy xz

yx yy yz

zx zy zz

A A A

A A A A

A A A

 
 

=  
 
 

 

The second-rank tensor may be broken up into a sum of three irreducible 
spherical tensors of rank 0 through 2. 

 

0 1 2
ˆ                                                                                        

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

xx xy xz xy xz xx xy xz

yx yy yz iso yx yz

zx zy zz zx zy

A A A A

A A A

A A A A

A A A

σ σ δ δ δ

σ σ δ

σ σ

    
    = + +    
        

                       (A.2)yx yy yz

zx zy zz

δ δ

δ δ δ

 
 
 
 
 

 

where 
0A is the isotropic part, 

1A is the antisymmetric part, and 
2A is the  

symmetric part.  
Since the rotational motion of the spin system is responsible for the  

relaxation of the nuclear spins in a liquid, using the tensor in Eq. (A.1) is not 
suitable. Because the tensor in Eq. (A.1) is reducible, one can decompose it 
into a linear combination of elements of a Cartesian tensor. These elements 
will be transformed differently under rotations, and there is no obvious way 
to rotate the tensor in any arbitrary coordinate system. Decomposing the 
rank-2 tensor into three irreducible tensors is one way to avoid this problem. 
It is useful to express the three tensors  

0 1 2,  and A A A  in spherical bases, rather 
than in the Cartesian one. The irreducible spherical tensors transform under 
rotation in the same way as the spherical harmonics of the same rank.  
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The transformation of a set of objects { }lm
X (irreducible spherical tensors) 

under rotations can be expressed as follows: 
 

 
', '

'

( , , ) ( , , )
l

l

lm m m lm

m l

R X D Xα β γ α β γ
=−

= ∑  

where ( , , )R α β γ  is an operator for rotation described by the Euler angles 
,  and α β γ . The symbols 

', ( , , )l

m m
D α β γ  are Wigner rotation matrix elements, 

which are a universal set of 2(2 1)l +  functions of the Euler angles, which 
characterize the effect of rotations on irreducible spherical tensors. 
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